A History of
Bills Lake

Preface
At the 2020 Labor Day Bills Lake Association meeting, I agreed to compile a history of Bills
Lake. I have always been interested in the answers to a variety of questions regarding our
body of “gin clear” water and its inhabitants over the years. When I took on the job of association secretary in 1998, I put out some feelers in terms of what longstanding residents
had in terms of stories and photos and got virtually nothing in return. It was clear that
people simply weren’t interested. Most still are not.
But I went ahead and did my limited thing. I put together a “Yesteryear at Bills Lake” page
for our website. Thanks to Russ Blake, I published a list of cottage owners circa 1957.
Thanks to Craig Kidder, I put some guesswork into the question of why our body of water is
called Bills Lake as opposed to Tannewitz Lake or Stray Lake. It is located in the “Stuff about
the lake” booklet, again on our website (This document will reveal how wrong I was). But as
you can tell, the vast majority of material at billslake.net is contemporary. As it should be.
This time, I got serious although I was very hampered by Covid in that the Newaygo Historical Museum was closed in the fall of 2020. Nevertheless, I was able to spend an hour or two
per week on Wednesday mornings working with Research Assistant Cindy Sharp who was
invaluable in terms of digging stuff up. I purchased books and reread stuff I already had. A
lecture by Robert Thorson of the University of Connecticut at this fall’s Michigan Inland Lake
Convention via Zoom gave me an excellent starting point.
But still, you should consider this document a first draft.
In terms of references, I have not endeavored to attribute my sources using the stuff that
is required for, say, a doctoral dissertation. You. the reader, undoubtedly don’t much care.
At the same time, I want to make it clear that this history hasn’t been produced merely on
anecdotal storytelling although there is plenty of that ... again, as it should be.
Finally, I have found it more comfortable to write about a lot of these topics in the first person, mostly to make it clear that my knowledge is limited but hopefully better than nothing.
Additions, corrections, and ideas are most welcome. Thanks to the digital nature of this effort, this project is ongoing. Also, thanks to this being a pdf, pages can be enlarged.
Ed

“A lake is the landscape’s most beautiful and expressive feature. It
is earth’s eye, looking into which the beholder measures the depth
of his own nature. When full of light and reflection, it becomes a
lower heaven.”
Henry David Thoreau, Walden
“Cottages are indeed dream spaces because most of the year they
are inhabited only by longings and memories.”
			

Ovar Lofgren, On Holiday

Garrison Keillor’s monologues on A Prairie Home Companion were
about the ordinariness of life near a lake (“It’s been a quiet week
here in Lake Woebegone.......”). But the lake was always there in
the background, giving a strong sense of place for mundane human
dramas. It could represent in myth any one of the tens of thousands of unpretentious lakes and ponds. Each of us with a favorite
lake could think of it as a personal place where Woe is Gone.
			

Robert Thornson, Beyond Walden

“Time wasted at the lake is time well spent.”
			
			

January 2020 Shoreline Magazine
Author Unknown
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Bills Lake is a kettle lake,
a glorified sinkhole.
It is a depression formed by the meltdown of glacial ice and
filled with freshwater. Unlike other lakes with significant
inlet and outlet streams, kettle lakes are largely natural wells
tapping into the groundwater table and refreshed by filtered
grit-free sand.
Prehistoric
glaciers receded and
melted at a creeping pace,
completing their retreat
about 10,000 years ago.
To “make” our lake, an
isolated slab of ice became
meltwater. The glaciers,
water, and gravity etched
the landscape of our lake.
Surrounding hills tumbled
into the sinkhole and sank
to the bottom.
Prof. Robert
Thorson of the University
of Connecticut describes
this in slightly different
terms. He writes: “Kettle
lakes are a special type
of glacial lake formed by
the downward or inward
melting of a stagnant block
of ice: in simple terms, a
meltdown depression filled
with freshwater.”
Though kettle

“Kettle lakes
are a special
type of glacial
lake formed
by the downward or inward melting
of a stagnant
block of ice: in
simple terms,
a meltdown
depression
filled with
fresh water.”
Prof. Robert Thorson, University of
Connecticut.

lakes are the smallest, shallowest, and most humble
of all, they are by far the
most common and family
friendly type in the more
rural parts of Michigan.
One can only
imagine how clear and
pure Bills Lake water was
before farmers descended
into our area starting in the
1850s and development of
resorts and cottages commenced in the early 1900s.
My 50-foot Seechi disk
certaintly would not have
been long enough. A reading is recorded when the
disk disappears and then is
brought up into view.
But Bills Lake has
so many natural advantages that have kept our
waters clear relative to
our neighbors. Very little
water comes in and leaves.

The flush time -- the amount of time
that water enters from back north of
the Tannewitz barn and then leaves
through the opening on the south
side near the Snarski residence --has been calculated at 4.1 years (see
footnote, next page*) Instead, ours
is spring fed from “cool springs,” the
cold you feel sometimes when you
are swimming on a warm day. That
water is also part of the computation.
Bills Lake is also a deep lake.
Maps show the deep basin at 90 feet
although three separate excursions
with a DEQ lake testing co-ordinator
during my 20-year time doing transparency readings found the deep
basin to be “only” 85 feet. It could be
that over time the basin filled in a bit.
However, ninety or eighty
five feet is not to be sneezed at.
Neighboring Hess Lake which is four
times our size has a deep basin of only
30 feet, one contributor among many
(lots of farmland drainage comes from
the outside via the Wheeler Drain) to
its tea-brown water and readings that
average around two feet.
The nearby Muskegon River,
once a magnificent body of water, was
tortured as the result of logging from
1837 to 1899 and then again with
the establishment of dams in the first
part of the 20th Century. In like manner, some of our area lakes have also
taken a beating, some such as Hess
Lake from farm run-off and others

from cottage development that established so many impervious surfaces
(roofs, roads, etc. that enabled run-off
of dirt, oil, and fertilizer into the lake).
All have ingested fumes from gasoline
engines (and sometime the gas itself)
and “nutrients” from leaky or abandoned septic systems.
To our credit, most residents
realize how good we have it. They also
know how much more difficult it is
to clean up a polluted body of water
as opposed to preserving our clarity
in the first place. This is especially
evident to those of us who attendeded the Fall 2020 Michigan Inland
Lake Convention (Robert Thorson
was a key note speaker) or who go
to the Michigan Lake Stewardship
Associations gatherings and listen to
the problems that so many lakes have
that we don’t. As Martha Gabrielse
observed last August, it is mind-boggling to realize that we are one of the
very few lakes wherein we don’t have
a Special Assessment District which
taxes its residents for weed control via
harvesting or chemicals.
Of course, the efforts are
always ongoing. The latest threat
comes from acquatic invasive species,
those weeds and such (zebra mussels)
which have no natural enemies and
can take over a lake. The MLSA and
the Michigan Waterfront Alliance are
constantly beseeching us to be on the
lookout for the latest culprit.

Indians in the Bills Lake area
Historians and archeologists
bottom prices to white settlers whose
agree that Native Americans migrated to
primary skills were logging and farming.
the area from Asia sometime between
In terms of the Bills Lake area, it was
8,000 and 6,000 B.C.E. The Odawa (not a
farming. If loggers worked on the forests
misspelling) Indians established their first
surrounding our lake, they certainly didn’t
village along the Muskegon River near
transport the wood through our water
where the river flows into Lake Michigan.
although they might have used ice sleds
So did the Hopewell tribe long before the
in winter.
birth of Christ. The nearby Croton-CarrigIn 1836, the U.S. Congress apan Mounds represent the earliest known
proved the Treaty of Washington, an
burial site for these Woodland tribes who agreement that transferred ownership of
began moving into the state five thousand millions of acres of land in West Michigan
years ago. The location of these sites is
from the Odawa Indians to the federal
kept private to prevent collectors from
government. I don’t know whether the
raids.
Indians actually agreed to this or whether
Why tribes settled in the Croton
they had no choice in the matter but the
area is pretty self evident. Called Musketribe received 16 cents an acre for those
gon Forks before the name was changed
millions of acres The government then
to Croton, it was the
In 1836. the U.S. Govern- sold that land to white
intersection of the Little
settlers for $1.25 an
ment bought millions of
and Big Muskegon rivers.
acre.
The area offered bounti- acres from the Indians for
The government’s goal:
ful fishing -- sturgeon and 16 cents an acre and then expand the boundaries
Arctic grayling were plenti- sold the land to white set- of a growing nation by
ful (since exterminated
relocating Native Ameritlers for $1.25 an acre.
by the logging industry).
cans and encouraging
For centuries, the Indians
white settlers to estabrelied on the Muskegon for food, translish homesteads and communities in the
portation, clothing and shelter. During
wilderness. For many settlers -- including
the summers, the women grew food
the Bills, Tannewitz, Stray, and Botsford
crops and men hunted deer, rabbits, and
families -- this was the first chance to own
beaver. In the fall, the women would fill
land.
handwoven baskets with wild rice from
For those intent on making their
huge stands (since disappeared). They
fortunes in logging, very little time was
also grew and stockpiled corn for the
wasted. Both Martin Ryerson (Ryerson
brutally cold winters. In other words, the
Lake) and Henry Penoyer (Penoyer Creek)
river provided everything they needed for arrived in that same year. Penoyer and
centuries.
his partner Hiram Pierson claimed squatThis remained unchanged until
ters’ rights at the mouths of many waterthe U.S. government bought millions of
ways until they could file claims, called
acres of Odawa land and sold it at rock
land patents. Mouths of rivers such as

Muskegon Forks were strategic points
where dams could be built to provide
water power. Penoyer’s business partner, Jack McBride built a cabin at the
mouth of Penoyer Creek, established
a claim and became the first permanent settler in the county.
To be sure Ryerson and
Penoyer weren’t farmers. They saw
dollar signs in the region’s seemingly
endless forests of white pine- trees up
to two hundred feet tall with trunks

development of the settlers. “They
showed no hostility though some of
the pioneer women were apprehensive when Indians stopped by to trade
their wares,” confirms Mrs. Rice in a
document entitled “A Pioneer’s Story.”
What about in more recent
times? According to Betty Miller,
sometime in the 1970s she was invited by Apache resident Mary Miller
(no relation) to visit Carrie Tannewitz
who owned the property where the

up to eight feet in diameter. They
came to known as “green gold.”
A few Indians stayed behind.
Clarissa Whitney Rice, who arrived
in Croton as a youngster in 1855,
writes: “There were a lot of Indians
here. They sold venison, hams and
fish. They made deer skins, maple
sugar and syrup. They also made birch
baskets.”
According to another document, the Indians (Ottawa, and maybe
Chippewa and Potawatomi) offered
no resistance to the advancement and

present Hilltop Express resides (See
attachment). Carrie had been in the
area long enough to remember some
interesting tidbits. For example, she
would hide behind a tree when she
saw Indians walking from Croton to
Bills Lake.
Furthermore, Betty asserts
that in the prairie betwen Bills Lake
and Hess Lake, there is an burial
ground with many thousands of Indian graves. If it is legal, I will place a
photo of it on this page.

Why is it called Bills Lake?
•

John A. Brooks cut and floated the first logs down the Big Muskegon River to Muskegon Lake in 1839. His pine cutting operation took place about 10 miles up the
river from Crere Waoton (Hardy Dam?) He became a state legislator who secured
money for a dam to power a saw mill. Hence, we have Brooks Lake.

•

Martin Ryerson was a poor Dutch kid from New Jersey who worked his way to
Michigan through the unbroken wilderness between the Grand and Muskegon
rivers. By age 27, he had acquired his first sawmill and was on his way to become
the first millionaire lumber baron in the Muskegon River Valley. Hence, we have
Ryerson Lake.

•

Henry Penoyer reached the banks of the Muskegon River in 1836, the same year
as Ryerson. He, his brother Augustus, and business partner Jack McBride settled
35 miles upstream of Muskegon. They opened the first Muskegon River sawmill at
the mouth of what is now known as Penoyer Creek.

•

In 1866, a shingle mill was built by George Hess in Brooks Township. As with
many of them, it burned in 1869. Nevertheless the body of water where it was
situated is Hess Lake.

•

In 1887. Henry Pettit of Ensley was working for Ryerson, Hills, and Co., the group
that started cutting the last pine forest in Bridgeton. He is also listed in the 1870
census along with Isaac Pettit. He had substantial farmland near Bills Lake but just
to the north, our neighbor is Pettit Lake.

In my research thus far, I have found very few references to the Bills family. To be sure,
Abel and his son James were farmers who had property near the lake, but not on the
shorelines (that I know of). I have found no information about him being in the logging
business or in a leadership position in local government.
But Abel and wife Almira must have been two of the early pioneers in the area. The
Treaty of Washington opened the area up for settlement in 1836. Abel Bills resided in
Owego Tioga NY at that time and the census shows that his son, Charles W., was born
in New York in 1834 and his daughter, Mary Elizabeth, was born there in 1840. Son
James was born in 1844 but where: New York or Croton? The answer to that question
would help establish when the Bills family lived near our lake.
Actually, researh shows a conflict in terms of the birthplaces of the first three children.
One document shows all of them born in Croton (which is doubtful). But one item is
clear: daughter Sylvia was born in Croton in 1850. That puts the Bills family in the area
between at least prior to 1850.

In the 1864 Enumeration of Croton Twp residents, the name of Abel Bills,
farmer, is there. He had a wife and four kids, two boys (one being James K. and
the other Charles W) and two girls, Mary Elizabeth and Sylvia.
The A. Bills farm is found in the 1880 plat below. His son James had more land
at that time but that may be because Abel was approaching the end of his
life (he would die in 1885) and was handing over his holdings. As you can tell,
father and son owned farmland to the north of the lake, the area across from
M82. The opened road might be the early M82. See bottom of plat.
As reported by Betty Miller, Carrie Tannewitz, who later on lived in the 1970s on
the property where the Hilltop General Store is located, says that the Bills family raised sheep on their farm and watered them at Bills Lake.

You may need to enlarge the print of this 1880 plat

The Bills Family is buried nearby
Wandering Oak Grove Cemetery, located on Elm St a half mile
from the intersection of M82 and Elm
(the Ferguson/Hilltop corner) offers
some insights. This is where Abel and
Almira (spelled Elmira on some of the
census material) are buried. Abel,
born in 1807 in New York,
died in Croton in 1885.
Almira, born in the same
town of Oswego, Tioga NY,
died in Croton three years
prior.
But there are
several more inscriptions
on the Bills monument
and they involve James,
not Abel. James married
Martha Jane Surrarrae in
1871 at age 21. Sadly, she
died 12 years later leaving a
young family, ages 11, 8, 5.
and 1.
Daughter Ora
Anna, born in 1874 but
died two years later is
buried with her mother in
the same area as Abel and
Almira and her name is
on the monument. James, left with a
young family, must have sought help
but with horrible luck. Subsequent
wife Mary E died just one year later.
The next wife, Mercy, died in the next
year. They are also bured there.
James stayed in the area as
indicated in the 1990 Plat but died in
1913. He is not buried in Croton but
instead in Grand Rapids, Kent. The
kids went on to live relatively long
lives.

There is one other member
of the Bills family buried in Oak Grove
Cemetery but under a married name.
Mary Elizabeth, daughter of Abel and
Almira, was born in 1840. She married
Orson Stray on Aug. 9, 1857 and the
two of them cleared land near Bills
Lake where they raised
two sons. Plats show that
they owned far more
land than Bills folks. Both
Orson (spelled Orison on
his tombstone) and Mary
Elizabeth Bills-Stray rest
near the Bills monument.
Their farms were inherited by son Charles Orson
Stray.
All of this reveals
that the Bills family were
early settlers in our area
but history doesn’t reveal
why our gem-like waters
were named after them.
Unlike Ryerson, Brooks,
Hess, or Pettit, I find that
Abel and James Bills did
nothing very extraordinary except farm and raise
families. Thus, my previous theory
was that they were simply the earliest
settlers, earlier than the Stray or Tannewitz groups who actually had over
time more influence of the development of our lake. I thought that Bills
Lake was named after them because
they were the earliest of the early
birds.
But then Pam Miller of the
White Cloud Library, who specializes
in Local Research, unearthed something that promotes a better theory.

Land Patents in the early days
A history lesson

After the American Revolution and the ratification of the Constitution of the United States, the
United States Treasury Department
was placed in charge of managing
all public lands. In 1812, the General
Land Office was
created to assume that duty.
In accord with
specific Acts of
Congress, and
under the hand
and seal of the
President of the
United States
of
America,
the General Land Office issued more
than 2 million land grants made patent (land patents), passing the title
of specific parcels of public land from
the nation to private parties (individuals or private companies).
Some of the land so granted
had survey or other costs associated
with it. Some patentees paid those
fees for their land in cash, others
homesteaded a claim, and still others came into ownership via one of
the many donation acts that Congress
passed to transfer public lands to private ownership. Whatever the meth-

od, the General Land Office followed a
two-step procedure in granting a patent.
First, the private claimant
went to the land office in the land district where the public land was located. The claimant
filled out entry
papers to select
the public land,
and the land
office register
(clerk) checked
the local registrar records to
make sure the
claimed
land
was still available. The receiver (bursar) took the claimant’s payment, because even homesteaders had to pay
administrative fees.
Next, the district land office register and receiver sent the paperwork to the General Land Office
in Washington. That office doublechecked the accuracy of the claim, its
availability and the form of payment.
Finally, the General Land Office issued
a land patent for the claimed public
land and sent it on to the President for
his signature.

Despite the misspelled names in the 1850 census (bottom of next
page), the two documents reveal that Abel Bills brought his family
from New York at or about 1838, the year that Charles W Bills was
born in Michigan. Since Abel received his land patent in 1857, he
probably homsteaded his 175 acres for years. He raised cows and
sheep on the property and watered them in Bills Lake.

Details of Abel Bills’ Land Patent

??

Conclusion
In an article which appeared
in a publication entitled Grant Area
-- 1979, Pauline Morrison Bull (a significant maiden name to be explored
later) writes: “A few individuals were
granted patents for land in 1854,
most of them engaged in the lumber
business though some came to live
on their property and became citizens
of this or other neighboring townships........
“The Bills were of
the family which gave its
name to Bills Lake in Croton
Township,” she continues.
“James K. was a minor at the
time of issue of the land patent. He was the son of Abel
Bills and lived his entire life
on a farm on the north side
of Bills Lake.”
Pauline mentions
Charles Bills, another son, as
well. But Charles is not buried
in Croton. Instead, he is most
likely in a grave in Alexandria Virginia
That’s because he died in the Civil War
on Feb. 7, 1863 and is presumably
interred there.
I spend my winters in Bartow
FL, named for Francis S. Bartow,
the first Brigade Commander of the
Confederate Army to die in combat at
the beginning of the Civil War. He was
killed at the First Battle of Manassas
(Bull Run) on July 21st, 1861. Fort

Blount FL was renamed Bartow FL in
his honor even though this man was
actually from Georgia.
For a time, it was my guess
that Bills Lake was similarly named
in honor of one of its first settlers
who perished in the war. However,
for obvious reasons, I can’t display
the gravestone of Charles Bills. For
the purposes of this document, that
honor goes to the patriarch.
However, as it turns
out, my guess is right. In
an obituary regarding early
Bills Lake pioneer Charles
Orson Stray (see next few
pages), it states: “He was
a member of a pioneering
Newaygo County family, his
grandfather being Charles
Bills for whom Bills Lake
was named.”
Although Charles
Bills was not Charles Stray’s
grandfather (he would have
been Mr. Stray’s uncle had he survived
the Civil War), this reference confirms
my conclusion.
As you will learn in the next
few pages, Charles Stray’s father
married Mary Elizabeth Bills, Abel’s
daughter and Charles Bills’ sister.
Mary Elizabeth and her husband
owned land that reached the shores
of the lake on the west side.

“He was a member of a pioneering Newaygo County
family, his grandfather being Charles Bills for whom
Bills Lake was named.” ----Newaygo Republican

Charles W. Bills

An item in the Newaygo Republican states that Bills Lake was
named after Charles W. Bills, who died in the Civil War on Feb. 7,
1863. He was the first son of Abel and Almira Bills who arrived in
the Croton area from Owego, Tioga New York sometime prior to
1838.
In those days, it was common practice to name or rename towns
and apparently lakes after soldiers who died in the war.
Although the above states that Charles’ birth is unknown, he was
actually born in Croton Twp. in 1838. This was followed by the birh
of a sister, Mary Elizabeth in 1840 and a younger brother, James,
in 1846.
Charles went off to fight in the Civil War but James stayed home to
help with the farm. His name can be found in the 1880 and 1990
plats.
Abel, Almira, and Mary Elizabeth (Bills) Stray are buried in nearby
Oak Grove Cemetery. For obvious reasons, Charles W is buried in
the Alexandria VA National Cemetery.

The Sad Life of James Bills
Born in 1844 in Newaygo Mi, the youngest son of Abel did not go off to
fight in the Civil War although his brother Charles W did and was killed
in 1863 in Virginia. James’ Uncle Nelson, Abel’s brother, survived the
war, lived in Newaygo long enough to be included int he 1870 census
and then moved on to Iowa.
The 1880 Plat shows that James was the owner of the family farm,
most likely because his father was getting on in years (Abel would die in
1885). The farm was located next to his brother-in-law, Orson Stray, who
had married Mary Elizabeth Bills
He married Martha Jane Surrarrer on April 23, 1871 and between then
and 1883, the couple produced five children: Almira Jerusha, Orra Anna
(who died in 1876), Ward Henry, James Abel, and Martha.
But Martha, the wife and mother, died in 1883 after only 12 years of
marriage leaving children ages 11, 9, 5 and 1. So James wedded Mary E,
presumably to help raise the children. Alas, she died within a year.
It gets worse. James then married Mercy but lost her in 1885. That’s
three wives in three years.
Although these three women are all buried in the family plot at Oak
Grove Cemetery, James is not. He is interred in Kent, Grand Rapids
(wherever that is).
It will be interesting to find out the causes of all these deaths. James
himself died in 1913.

This larger rendition of the 1900 Plat shows that James Bills’
farm was located next to his sister, Mary Elizabeth Stray. Her father, Orson H. Stray owned a farm next to hers. Next to that farm was that of
Orson’s son, Charles Orson Stray. Orson also owned land on Bills Lake
(bottom arrow)
This is after James’ world came crashing down. He would lose
three wives and his father by 1885.
An unrelated item: “James Bills hauled 4200 feet of hardwood lumber
to Newaygo in one load.” This quote was found in Book 623, First White
Pathfinders of Newaygo County by Harry Spooner, Section 1888. Page 269

Early Settlers of Bills Lake

Orson and Charles O. Stray
On Aug 9, 1857, Orson H. Stray married Mary Elizabeth
Bills, daughter of Abel and Almira Bills. According to
an article written in 1959, the couple cleared land for
a farm located “north and east of Ensley Center.” Looking at the 1880 plat, it was situated just north of Bills
Lake, across the street from what is now M 82.
The article goes on to say
that Orson’s land “came down to and
ran along the shore of beautiful gemlike Bills Lake with its green waters fed
by myriads of cool sweet springs.”
The 1880 Plat in the Abel Bills
chapter shows that this shoreline is
what we now call Vanderstel Point, located on the west side. It is where the
water is so shallow that boat operators have to veer towards the center
to avoid grounding their propellers.
That’s why it has been dubbed
“Shear Pin Point.” Boaters unfamiliar
with this shallow part --- where a
pre-1939 white cement lighthouse still
stands -- would routinely shear the pin
that holds the motor drive off as they
dashed through the area.
The 1880 Plat also shows the
O.H. Stray farm property was located
just to the north of Abel’s. This nextdoor-neighbor marriage produced a
son, Charles Orson Stray. This is the
C.O. Stray whose obituatry appears on
the Bills “conclusion” page.
As the 1990 Plat shows,
Orson and Mary Elizabeth both owned
farms next to James Bills, Abel’s son.
Since Abel died in 1885, James surely

inherited the property. So did Charles
after his parents died, both in 1908
That means that Charles
owned several pieces of farmland
and some of the lake area. The article
states that “as the years went along,
the 160 acre farm was sold in parcels
and shoreline area in lake lots.”
Until shortly before his death
in 1961, Charles held on to about 25
acres and a couple of lots off the lake.
As it turns out, he spent many of his
later years in a cottage behind the
Swift store in the Fox zone (See No. 64
in the 1957 List of Cottage Owners.)
When Charlie’s son John
visited me in 1999(?) to talk about my
father-in-law’s purchase of one of the
last Stray lots, he told me the story
about how his father came home one
day and proudly announced that he
had sold all of Vanderstel Point for
$425. This would probably have been
sometime in the 1920s.
This is very intriguing to me
personally in that my grandparents
bought one of those lots in that era
but I don’t know when. It was surely
before 1939, the date of the earliest
photo I have of our cottage.

Moreover, our next door
neighbors on Vanderstel Point were
John and Eleanor Morrison and son
Jim. The Morrisons were related to
the Strays in that Eleanor was Charlie’s daughter. The Stray-Morrison
connection undoubtedly had something to do with the establishment
of that cottage, now occupied by Sue

and Tom Wienczkowski.
It is my good fortune that Jim
Morrison, Charles Stray’s grandson, is
still alive and living in the area. I knew
Jim when I was a little kid spending
summers at my grandmother’s cottage in the 1950s, located next door
to his. He has been able to add much
to this document from personal experience.

1900 Plat

Vanderstel
Point

Note that sister and brother: Mary Elizabeth Stray, nee Bills, and James Bills
had farms next to each. Abel died in 1885, James in 1913. This means that
from then on, there was no Bills presence at the lake, but the Tannewitz and
Stray families remained for quite some time.

Early Settlers of Bills Lake

The Tannewitz Family
Abel Bills was
born in 1807 and died in
Croton Twp. in 1885. He
was primarily a farmer,
his land close to the lake
named after him. If he dabbled in logging, I can find
no record of it. As recorded
in the preceeding pages,
area lakes were named
after prominent citizens,
primarily owners of lumber
mills. But Abel Bills is listed
in the 1864 Enumeration of
Croton Residents.
Curiously, Joseph
Tannewitz is not. He was
born in 1824 and died in
Croton Twp. in 1897. The
1880 Plat shows that he
owned farmland to the
south of the lake.
Moreover, an
article unearthed by White
Cloud librarian Pam Miller
states: “That same year
(1853) Joseph Tannewitz
arrived to work at the lumbering, then settled down
near Bills Lake. Joe was a
successful lumber man and
farmer and rose to prominence in his community.”
Until I can find
orther information, I am
assuming that Joseph
worked in the lumber
industry until he saved

This is either Joseph
Tannewitz or Joseph
Tannewitz Jr.

enough money to buy
farmland after 1864. And
he bought plenty of it.
It is significant tha
Tannewitz owned land
adjacent to the lake, not
just across what is now
92nd St. The location of
the Tannewitz barn is confirmation. He also owned
lots more shoreline
property than the Orson
or Charles Stray.
Joseph died in
1897 but the 1900 Plat
shows that the land was
owned by Joseph Tannewitz . That new owner
would be Joseph Tannewitz Jr. who was born
in 1856 and died in 1929
(see gravestone)
Apparently,
Joseph Jr. also spent some
time and money in the
logging business. There
is a mention of Johnson,
Tannewitz, and Company
in 1897 having a new
lumber and tie mill in Big
Prairie, just north of Bills
Lake. In 1899, he had a
small mill in Croton (maybe on Bills Lake where
they made shingles).
The March 4,
1926 White Cloud Eagle
reports that Charles
Tannewitz platted 49 lots

in Section 32 of Bills Lake and named it Tannewitz Park. This was located in
today’s Apache-Blackhawk zones and was for “Boating and Fishing.” The “Park”
might have been a fancy name for a future housing development.
Over the years, these properties were distributed among cottage buyers on Deer Point Drive, Deer Point Court, Deer Point Lane, and 92nd St.
See subsequent chapters.

A Tannewitz Close-up -- 1922
Charles Stray owned
Vanderstel Pt. on
the west side before
selling it as lake lots
in the 1920s

Charles Tannewitz platted lots in 1926 and
called it “Tannewitz
Park. Boating and Fishing”

The red barn
The Tannewitz family
owned all of Deer Point

Charles
and Joe
Tannewitz
residence

Considerable
Tannewitz
farmland

1922 Plat

As you can tell from the plat, the Tannewitz family amassed a substantial
amount of farmland from 1853 when Joseph Tannewitz Sr. arrived in the area to
work in the lumber industry until 1922.
A document unearthed by White Cloud archivist Pam Miller reads: “In 1853 the
Carpenter families arrived to make their home in Big Prairie, while the Martin Tift family was settling down is Stearns Prairie; that same year Joseph Tannewitz arrived to work at the lumbering, then settled down near Bills Lake.
Joe was a successful lumber man and farmer and rose to prominence in his
community.”
Pam says she has photos of Joseph Tannewitz and family which I will copy and
display when I get back to Michigan.

The Three Tannewitz Brothers
When Joseph Tannewitz Jr. died in 1929, he left his land holdings to his wife
Adelia (who died in 1948) and his three sons, Charles, Joe E., and Frank. From
1929 to 1961, these three men held a substantial amount of Bills Lake shoreline. It was in 1961, that Charles received permision to sell the land to a group
of investors headed by John Heemstra Sr., captain in charge of Fire House #3 at
Kalamazoo and Burton in Grand Rapids. Details of how Mr. Heemstra proceeded
with the sale of the land are in the Development of Deer Point chapter.

Charles established 49 plats on the
east side of the lake in the 1920s and
called it Tannewitz Park: Fishing and
Boating. In 1961, he was awarded the
right to sell Deer Point properties on
behalf of his brothers. He received
a life estate on the the family farm
residence on 92nd St. but died a year
later.

As with his brother, Joe remained single his entire life. Sadly, he was able to
enjoy the life-estate family farmhouse
for only a decade after the brothers
received the money for the Deer Point
land. He was on hand when Russ and
Laura Blake, who are still on the lake
in the summer, milked cows in the
Tannewitz barn as teenagers.

Frank is not buried at Oak Grove Cemetery
His gravestone is more likely next to wife Carrie
Botsford Tannewitz somewhere else.

Frank married Carrie Botsford. Together, they lived on a farm where the
present-day Hilltop Express is located at the corner of Elm and M82. It was
in this farmhouse that Carrie regaled Thelma Miller and Betty Miller (not
related) with tales of Indians in the area during the early days.

The Stray-Morrison Connection
If you drive down Stray St --which starts directly in front of my property on Vanderstel Dr. --- and go past Ron
Ford’s Big White Castle, you will find that
Stray goes a bit further down until it dead
ends but before that, the road around the
lake goes gently off to the right. This is
Morrison.
There is only one home on Morrison, the A frame set far back from the

shoreline. It was owned by the Kirkwoods,
then the Baragars, then Tom and Leslie
Leach. It is now the home of Tanis Rhodea, our association’s vice president, and
her husband Ed.
Once you go past the A frame,
the road again veers to the right and turns
into Bills Lake Court.
Question: Why would there be a
Morrison St. with only one house on it?

**********
Albert Morrison, born in 1849,
came to the Grant area from the Cascade
area of Grand Rapids in 1855. He purchased farm land and seemed to prosper
for several generations.
One Morrison who came along a
generation later was Pauline, a twin who
married Kenneth
Bull in 1936. This
is pointed out
because Pauline
was the author
of an article that
points to Bills
Lake. As a relative of the Stray
family, she is
most likely correct in her assertions about
Abel and James K. Bills.
But the Morrison who was the
most recognized in the area was John.
He was the owner of several businesses
in downtown Grant. On Feb. 1, 1942, he
opened Johnny’s Dairy Bar and in 1949,
unhappy with the price of the product
he was selling, started making his own. It

became as popular in downtown Grant as
walking to Swift’s was on Bills Lake.
But besides Johnny’s Motel and
a hair salon, the most well known was
Johnny’s Restaurant, almost a landmark
for so many years. It was run by widow
Eleanor and son Jim after Johnny’s death
in 1976
Eleanor ‘s
maiden name
was Stray. They
were married in
1939. This has
to be the reason
why the cottage
on the tip of
Vanderstel Point
belonged to Johnny, Eleanor, and son Jim
since Eleanor’s father once owned the
land.
As it turns out, the land where
the Kirkwood/Baragar and now Rhodea
house is located was given by Eleanor to
her brother, John Stray. In gratitude, he
named the street after her married name,
Eleanor Morrison.

The Bills - Stray - Morrison Connection
Abel Bills (1807-1885) married Almira Nichols (1810-1882)
Their daughter Mary Elizabeth Bills (1840-1908)
married Orson Stray (1834-1908)
Their son Charles Orson Stray (1875-1961)
married Lillian Carlson (1885-1946)
Their daughter Eleanor June Stray (1915-1990)
married John Hamilton Morrison (1911-1976)
Their son Jim Morrison (1942) still lives in the area.

Geneology courtesy of Pam Miller, White Cloud Library

Eleanor Stray

She was the granddaughter of Mary Elizabeth Bills. That made her the GreatGranddaughter of Abel and Almira Bills, the pioneers who arrived in the area
prior to 1838 and homesteaded farmland just north of Bills Lake for years
before they received a Land Patent in 1857.
Ellie married Johnny Morrison, who became somewhat of a legend in the
Grant area. He learned to cook by helping to feed the 300+ workers on the
Hardy Dam in the 1930s. He and Eleanor established Johnny’s Motel and
Johnny’s Restaurant. The motel was rented primarily by truck drivers who
transported the abundance of onions that were grown in nearby muck farms.
Charles Stray, Ellie’s father, owned a sized amount of land on the west side of
the lake in the early 1900s where the Morrisons eventually owned a cottage. In
his later years, he lived behind Swift’s Landing. He died in 1961.

“Going up to the lake”
Part 1: A History Lesson

EDitor’s Note: I am indebted to Robert Thorson whose Beyond Walden is filled
with exceptional descriptions regarding kettle lakes and the enjoyment that
people derive from them. Much of the writing below has been lifted/stolen/
plagarized from his excellent writing. Sons and daughters of our early residents
will appreciate what is being said below, in part because you feel the same way
about Bills Lake at present.
After the Civil War, middle
class wealth and expectations began
to rise dramatically. Less work was
being done on the farm and more
was accomplished inside in sweltering factories and offices. Given the
rising demand for passive outdoor
recreation, stagecoaches on turnpikes and iron horses on railroad
tracks began bringing urban tourists
to particularly scenic spots.
But
these were byin-large rich folks
who could afford
the transportation by boat or
train or stagecoach. Moreover, that transportation
had to arrive close to the scenic spot.
A boat loaded with wealthy people
could dock near the Grand Hotel at
Mackinac Island when it opened in
1887 but there were no passenger
trains in which to deposit vistors
close to Bills Lake. Moreover, there
wasn’t a Grand Hotel-type here.
A few privately owned
lakeshore properties were sold to

nearby families for the purposes of
rest, relaxation, and respite but for
the folks who lived in, say, Grand
Rapids, but if you wanted to spend a
day at Bills Lake, you had to make a
day trip. It would be a long one unless
you brought your tent and cooking
supplies. In contrast, coming out to
Walden Pond from Boston was easy.
Still, the promise of fresh
air and rural tranquility was alluring
enough for people
to make sacrifices.
It was worth it to
breathe the pinescented air, watch
the play of light on
the water (some call
it “diamonds”), listen to the sounds,
and swim for the combined refreshment of cooling off and getting the
sweat off.
But the true popular use of
lakes for recreation didn’t occur until
the Ford Model T was mass-produced
in 1913, making transportation convenient, affordable, and definitely faster.
The concentrated power of gasoline
brought Bills Lake within easier reach

of the bigger communities.
This fueled the need for
bulldozers, rollers, and graders that
created thousands of miles of new
gravel roads. Diesel power eventually
powered the scoops and excavators
that would help develop lakshore
cottages. Kerosene made lighting and
heating more efficient than burning
candles and chopping wood. Coal and
dams such as the one at Croton Pond
which was built in 1907 brought electric power plants, which made lighting
and heating even more efficient and
enabled refrigeration, radio, automatic water pumps, and kitchen appliances. A transportation infrastructure,
however crude, emerged consisting of
state highways, county roads, and gas
stations.
As Thorson so aptly summarizes: “With a tank of gas, families
could pack up the kids, head for
the country, and spend quality time
without suffering the privations of
pioneering life or losing touch with
the rest of the world. They could have
their pastoral cake and eat it too.”
To be sure, this didn’t happen all at once but eventually a day
trip to Bills Lake was much more feasible. A Sunday drive meant that you

could come to our neck of the woods
and still make it back home before
dark in order to be at work on time on
Monday morning.
The locals near Newaygo
took advantage of the growing
streams of traffic headed northward
“up to the lake.” The first set-up that I
can find is Alexander’s Resort, located
in the northwest corner of where our
Fox zone is located. From I can tell,
it was nothing more than a rowboat
livery where visitors could rent a watercraft to tour the lake. It also offered
a dock where swimmers could lounge
and enjoy the water. If there were picnic tables, I have no evidence of them.
If people camped there, ditto.
I would love to know who
Alexander was, when the “resort”
was establish and how long it stayed
in business. That’s because the same
area became known as Stormer’s
Landing. The “bathing costumes” give
us an idea of the but to date, I only
know what I know from postcards.
Perhaps the reader has some
treasured postcards for this document. I live on Bills Lake, own a scanner, and will work fast to return your
photo.

Shoreline development of cottages all around Bills Lake would
not have occurred until after the invention of the automobile.

“Going up to the lake”
Part 2: Early Tourism on Bills Lake

From 1836 to
the turn of the century,
activity around Bills Lake
centered around nearby
farmers who reportedly
brought their livestock
down to the shoreline to
water them. This would
have been Abel and James
Bills to the north and
Joseph Tennewitz (both father and son) to the south.
One can easily imagine
the Tannewitz situation in
that travel to the lake was
a straight shot from across
the road plus the fact that
a barn -- still barely standing -- was built relatively
close to the water.
One can also
imagine folks from surrounding areas taking
“Sunday drives” to the

lake to enjoy the views and
swim in the gin-clear waters. “Their plan was not to
sit alone on a pine stump
and contemplate life’s
meaning,” writes Robert
Thorson. “Their plan was
to drive north and go fishing, enjoy a sunset, have a
family picnic, take a boat
ride, and let the children
chase frogs. The goal was
family fun in a setting midway between wilderness
rigor and city bustle.”
An article about
Charles Stray written in
1959 states that in those
early days, he rented boats
on Bills Lake even while
farming and provided milk,
butter, and eggs for sale
“to a stray camper,” (No
pun intended). This implies

that there were visitors
to Bills Lake although it
would certainly have to be
a day trip and folks would
have to bring a tent if they
wished to spend the night.
More to the point, owning
and operating a horseless
carriage was essential.
The postcards
on the next page about
Alexander’s Resort depict
a similar situation. I have
yet to learn who Alexander
was but it seems that his
“resort” was not a building where a family could
spend the night but simply
a campground where they
could pitch tents, enjoy the
use of picnic tables, swim,
and rent boats. That area
most certainly is located in
the Fox zone where Swan
St. ends.

On the next page, note the rowboat “liveries,” similar to
today’s Wisner Rents Canoes business near the Muskegon
River bridge in downtown Newaygo. In other words, this was
a latter-day “Alexander Rents Rowboats.”

Alexander’s Resort
Circa 1890s - 1920s?

Given the shoreline and background, there is little doubt that the location is in the
northwest corner of the lake where some of the earliest cottages were built later
on and where the legendary Swift’s small store was set up starting in the 1950s. I
hope to unearth who Alexander was, the origin of this establishment, and the time
in which it operated. The name Alexander cannot be found in any of the plats that
I have.
Also, was it replaced by Storm’s Landing? Or did Storm’s Landing come first? See
next page.

Stormer’s Landing

The location is the same as the previous page, complete with docks and
boats. It might have been called Storm’s Landing
The cottage in the left corner was once owned from 1944 to 1952
by Otto H. Frank of Sparta, according to Ron Delange, a stepson who had so
many cherished memories of his time there that he returned for a memorable
Sunday afternoon of nostalgia in 2005. Otto had purchased the cottage from
a gentleman named Christenson who had a farm north of the lake. The house
became the dwelling for a long time of Harold VandeBunte but our directory
says that Jean Nelis, Gail de Somer, and John VandeBunte are now the owners.
Ron recalls the Greiners, the Larsons, and the Sorensons and certainly time spent at Swift’s since the small store was so very close by. His time
being the 1950s, he remembers a roughly constructed diving tower (pictured
on the previous page).
“At the time we lived there, there was no indoor plumbing but instead a well with a hand pump,” recalls Ron. “There was an outhouse located
on the northwest corner at times and at other times across the street. Wash
and bath water were drawn from the lake and carried to the cottage (my
job). Back then, the cottage was without insulation, rather cold during deer
season.”

The Bruce Brown Cottages
Later, the Rainbow Cottages

“The interest in lakeside property started small and with just a few
sportsmen asking the farmers who owned land around the lake if they could
erect cabins for the summer. These farmers, sensing more growth, began building cabins to rent to summer visitors,” writes Halprin and Kattelle in their aptly
titled Lake Boom.
Yes, some privately owned lakeshore property was being sold to nearby families but other area farmers who owned land by the lake undoubtedly
saw dollars signs in their eyes. One was Bruce Brown, the owner of a farm north
of Bills Lake whose name appears on several plats as E and B Brown. Postcards
give us a clear idea of the era in which they were rented although about when
he constructed the cottages and opened for business needs research. It is also
pretty clear that these cottages are located on the north side of the lake in what
is now the Erie zone, the area before the shoreline reaches Camp Trotter

The Jan. 6, 1949 issue of the Newaygo Republican lists Bruce Brown’s death at age 70.

This Bruce Brown cottage is very similar to those on the next few pages.

“Going up to the lake”
Part 3: The Early Cottages

Actually, this is an early cottage structure on Hess Lake but as you will
be able to tell from ensuing pages, it is very similar to cottages built on
Bills Lake during this era.

A required feature of cottages was the screened-in front porch facing
the lake, used also a bedroom for the lucky ones who got to spend nights
listening to the sounds of nature. Unfortunately you had to walk outside and
across the yard to the outhouse in the middle of the night if there was a need.
One of the first things you had to do upon arrival to the lake for the
first time was to “prime the pump.” The cottage above had one on the outside
and one by the kitchen sink.

“Going up to the lake”
Part 4: What to do at the lake

Ralph Bednarz, who oversaw the MLSA”s lake testing program for
years in the 2000s, maintained that the vast majority of people come to a lake
for “aesthetics.” That is, to simply marvel at the beauty of a natural setting
while enjoying a few of the creature comforts of modern life without having to
set up a tent to sleep in or make an outdoor fire with which to cook. But the
photos below reveal that cottage owners did far more than simply sit and look.
There was rowing, paddling, and above all, fishing.
I have forgotten how I obtained some of these pictures. They are
from the 1940s and have been labeled “Perkins Pictures.” I don’t know who
Jack and Naomi Robinson were but the location seems to be at the foot of East
Street, north side of the lake where the Bruce Brown cottages were.

Early Life on Bills Lake
EDitor’s Note: Below is a memorial to the late Dorothy Mulder, published in our 2018
Newsletter. It illustates life on the lake during the early days.

Born in Milwaukee in 1921.
Dorothy Knight moved with her
mother to Grand Rapids when she
was eight to live with her Aunt Dora
and Uncle John Wiggins. She first
came to the Wiggins’ cottage on the

rowing a boat on the lake. She traveled to get ice at what eventually
became Swift’s Landing on west side.
For 25 cents, she would row guests
to favorite fishing spots. Her rowboat was used to acquire eggs and

north side of Bills Lake when it was
being built. She remembered a team
of horses which made a pathway
through the woods to their place
from the main road which is now
M 82. The material to construct the
cottage was carried down the hill by
hand via the stairs that were built
into the hillside behind it. Completed in the late 1920s, it is almost 100
years old. At that time, there were
26 cottages on the lake.
As an eight-year-old, Dot
spent an inordinate amount of time

milk from the farmers on the east
side. In turn, Aunt Dora often rowed
guests around the lake entertaining
them with singing accompanied by a
Victrola.
Dot married her high school
sweetheart and fellow Grand Rapids
South graduate (both Class of 1939)
John Mulder in 1942, shortly before
he entered the service. She spent
the war years inspecting guns and
lots more time after as a dental
assistant. She also inherited the
Bills Lake cottage and proceeded to

install electricity in the dwelling for
(gasp!) $25.
The couple spent as many
days on the lake as possible given the
constricting circumstances of work
and children. Jeanne, Mike, and Dale
were the beneficiaries of splendid
summer days while Dad commuted to
Grand Rapids to tend to his business.

which son Dale reportedly won as a
12-year-old .
Since then, a Mulder – son
or grandson – has carried home some
hardware virtually every year. The
races are managed by son-in-law Jim
Hribal and are now called the Commodore John Mulder Memorial Regatta.
John passed in 2007 at age 86.

Over the years, they added to and
modernized the structure.
Early on, they became proficient sailors. John learned on Reeds
Lake in Grand Rapids with his brother
who owned a sailboat. Dot and John
also spent time on that lake before
World War II. When John brought a
Butterfly to Bills Lake, he also brought
an instruction book. He inaugurated
the Fourth of July Sailboat Races
which always starts at her cottage (the
property was always in her name in
that it was her inheritance). The first
one took place in 1963 , an event in

The family business, Master Finish
Company, has been passed down to
sons and now grandsons. So has the
cottage in the sense that all the children own parcels in the same area.
They – including great grandchildren
-- are the beneficiaries of wonderful times, pleasant memories, and
fond opportunities for experiences
in nature. Indeed Dot, who passed at
age 96 this past winter, was a family
matriarch who provided in her Bills
Lake cottage a family touchstone for
several generations.

Early Cottage Owners
on Bills Lake

A Hundred Years at Bills Lake
Five generations of the same family

In 1885, James
Bills, the son of Abel
and Almira, purchased a
piece of property on the
north shoreline of Bills
Lake from Paul Lions
and his wife. James
ultimately sold the property, maybe to Claude A.
Tompkins.
What matters
here is that Tompkins
sold the plot of land to
John and Dora Wiggins
in 1925. The agreed
--upon price was $125
Part of the
abstract of that transaction granted a right of
way to the lake “to the
above described premises over and across
lands described as commencing at a point 216
feet north of southwest
corner of Lot, Section
29….” In other words,
John and Dora received
legal permission to cross
property not their own
in order to get to the
lake.
This is sup-

In 2025, the
Mulders and
the Hribals,
who reside
on the north
side, will
mark a
century of
Living on the
Lake.

ported by their niece,
Dorothy Knight, when
she recalled a team of
horses making a path
through the woods from
the Main Road to the
shoreline. They were
transporting lumber for
construction of the Loon
Cottage.
As chronicled
in the preceding article,
Dorothy (Dot) spent lots
of summer days at and
on the lake during the
years between 1925 and
World War II.
John and Dora
had no children and
Dorothy was an only
child, partially raised by
them. Thus, Dot inherited the prized property.
At the time she
was working as a dental
assistant and dating
John Mulder, her Grand
Rapids South classmate
and high school sweetheart. When John went
off to World War II, she
spent the war years
inspecting guns.

But after the war, John and
Dot spent wonderful days at Bills Lake
with their children, Mike, Dale, and
Jeanne. Dad had to go to work at the
family business in Grand Rapids many
of those days but the couple loved the
place enough to renovate the exterior of the Loon Cottage in the early
1960s.
In the early 1970s, Dorothy had the property surveyed and
divided. She gifted three lots to her
children. Thus, Jeanne, Dale, and Mike
live where they live by the draw of a
straw.
At about that time, Jeanne
was dating Jim Hribal (both U of M
graduates) and were married in 1969.
Mr. Hribal married well: he has spent
many “living the good life” years at
the dwelling that is built into the hill.
Dale, in turn, owns the house
“up top” which means a trip down the
steps to the lake but also a spectacular view.
When Dorothy passed, Mike

received an upper hillside lot adjacent
to the original cottage which encompasses his lot.
But wait: there’s more! Dale
divided his property at the top of the
hill so that his son Aaron could build a
cottage there. Aaron has two sons.
And yes, Jeanne and Jim have children
and grandchildren
These families have hosted
the annual “Commodore John and
Dorothy Memorial Regatta” each
Fourth of July for umpteen years. 		
Jim and Jeanne’s daughter, Jennifer Turner, now manages the event.
It begins on what used to be a beach
at the lakeside. And yes, Jennifer, who
is a nurse in the Detroit area, represents another generation as well.
It is to no one’s surpise that
the Mulders often dominate the event
and bring home the hardware. After
all, Dale and Mike learned to sail on
Bills Lake from their father, the Commodore.

Five Generations
1. Dora and John Wiggins purchase the property in 1925
2. Niece Dorothy Knight inherits the property
3. Dorothy & John Mulder’s three children: Mike, Dale, and Jeanne
4. Dorothy’s Grandchildren: Jennifer Turner, Christina Armaly, John
Mulder, Aaron Mulder, and Laura Carl
5. Dorothy’s Great-Grandchildren: Winifred Armaly, Paige Mulder,
Madeline Mulder, Benjamin Mulder, Drew Mulder, Wesley Carl,
and Evelyn Carl.

Aunt Dora in front of the Loon Cottage, 1929.
It was renamed by the family in homage to Dorothy Mulder who loved loons

Jeanne Hribal on the beach in the mid-1950s.
This would become the starting point of the annual July 4th
“Commodore John and Dorothy Mulder Memorial Regatta.”

Camp Trotter was once a chicken farm
In 2018, both Steve Dunlap
and Jim Hribal sent me an article
from the Historical Society of Michigan about Northland Farm, a chicken
breeding and hatching operation
located on Bills Lake. It seems that
Keasha Palmer, a granddaughter of
Will Sproul, was rummaging around
in her mother’s attic in 2007 when
she found a treasure trove of documents about the famous family business.
“As I was reading
through several brochures and catalogs, I
began to realize what
a huge and important
endeavor the business truly was,” she
says.
That’s
because her grandfather, whose hobby it
was to raise chickens
in the backyard of
their house on Fulton
St. in Grand Rapids, sold chickens to
friends and neighbors. His day job
was as an accountant fo the Pennsylvania Railroad. This gave him the
logistical knowledge to make the next
step.
For 30 years, Northland
Farm operated an operation that sent
chickens throughout North America.
They weren’t just run-of-the-mill
birds. Mr. Sproul paid highly-respected British breeder Tom Barron $1,000
for his starting stock of ten hens and
a cockerel.
It was a superb investment.
Mr. Sproul became a pioneer in ship-

ping day-old chicks. He (and they) won
top prizes every year in many national
competitions that took place back
then. He consistently obtained a high
U.S. Record of Performance ranking
which was established by the Department of Agriculture to protect poultry
buyers from unscrupulous breeders
who might inflate their brood’s egglaying records in order to sell their
chickens.
Sproul had
no trouble selling
chickens. Over the
years, he received
glowing letters
from satisfied customers confirming
the superiority of
Northland’s layers.
As opposed to farming
operations today,
Sproul was proud
of how he treated
his chickens at
Bills Lake. “They can see the clear lake
all day and hear the ripple of the blue
water all night,” he wrote. “Nowhere
in the entire country will you find a
poultry farm with such ideal climatic
conditions with all the natural advantages that we enjoy.” The article
was entitled: Where Northland White
Leghorns Live Like Resorters.”
For more than 30 years,
Northland Farm was a thriving entity
that put thousands of poultry raisers
all over the continent on the road to
success. Will Sproul never actually
lived on the farm but instead had a
manager oversee the breeding opera-

tions on the lake. Pretty
soon, as the farm’s reputation grew, demand
for Northland’s layers
came from government
institutions and agricultural colleges as well.
But Grandpa
Will died in 1945. A
company in Holland
may have ended up
with the business and
removed the chickens
to another location, according to Will’s granddaughter. 		
What happened next
is a mystery. Camp Trotter’s website states that
the land was donated
by Ralph (not Mel) Trotter, a veteran of World
War I and a former VFW
Department of Michigan
Commander in 1949. I
have yet to learn how
Trotter came to own the
land.
This coincides
with an article that
Cindy Sharp, a Newaygo
County Museum volunteer research assistant,
unearthed for me.
Found in the Newaygo
Republican dated May

What happened
between 1945
and 1949 is a
mystery. Camp
Trotter’s website
states that the
land was donated
by Ralph (not
Mel) Trotter, a
veteran of World
War I and a former VFW Department of Michigan
Commander in
1949. I have yet
to learn how Trotter came to own
the land.

26, 1949, it takes the
reader around Bills
Lake where improvements were being made
by various residents:
employing a bulldozer
to fill in around cottages, building a new
road around the lake,
constrution of a new
cottage, and landscaping a smelly, misquitoinfested area that had
been the source of
many complaints.
The article goes
on to say: “Workmen
were busy Monday on
the remodeling of the
former hatchery building that is now to be
the Veterans of Foreign
Wars children’s camp.
We are informed that
all but the two-story
part is to be torn down
and that part to be
refinished for the dining room and kitchen.
Cottages or dormitories are to be built and
considerable landscaping and game courts are
planned. The resident
caretaker is due to arrive shortly and camp
activities get underway.

“Nowhere in the entire country will you find a poultry
farm with such ideal climatic conditions with all the
natural advantages that we enjoy.”
----Will Sproul, owner of the chicken farm, talking about the living conditions on
Bills Lake of his “free range chickens” who had the run of the property which would
become Camp Trotter.

As it turns out, that resident caretaker that very first summer was
Tommy Morrison, uncle of John Morrison who had opened a popular restaurant in Grant in 1945. Moreover, John owned a cottage on Bills Lake at the
time.
Tommy had an incredible story to tell to Ralph Trotter, the VFW commander for the state of Michigan who bought the camp two years after the
chicken farm operation was sold and the chickens were removed. Ralph was a
World War I veteran.
So was Tommy. Having been gassed in battle, his body was placed
alongside many others who were presumed dead. A message was sent to his
family in Grant informing them of his demise on the very same day that he
walked through the door. That’s because amazingly, he woke up from the gas
attack. Not surprisingly, he was commander of the Newaygo VFW Post at the
time that he got the job as Camp Trotter supervisor. He had certainly earned
the distinction.
In that very first group of campers was Jim Morrison, Tommy’s nephew and son of John Morrison, the Grant restaurant and motel owner. More
is written about both John and Jim later in this document but one significant
thing should be noted here. Jim, who is still alive and lives in the Grant area,
is a relative of the Bills family. His mother was Eleanor Stray. His grandfather
was Charles Stray. His great-grand father was Orson Stray who married Mary
Elizabeth Bills. Mary Elizabeth was the daughter of Abel Bills.
Abel (1807-1885) and Almira Bills (1810-1882)
Orson Stray (1834-1908) married their daughter Mary Elizabeth Bills (1840-1908)
Their son Charles Orson Stray (1875-1961) married Lillian Carlson 1885Their daughter Eleanor June Stray (1915-1990) married John Morrison (1911-1976)
Their son Jim Morrison (1942) still lives in the area.

This was in World War I. Having been gassed in battle,
Tommy’s body was placed alongside many others who
were presumed dead. A message was sent to his family in Grant informing them of his demise on the very
same day that he walked through the door.

Camp Trotter Epilogue
Given what I have been doing
in preparing this history, I was very
interested in Keasha Palmer’s quest to
find the property on which her grandfather raised prize chickens. She was
born in 1947, two years after Grandpa
Will died. She got her start in terms of
research in 2007 by finding in an attic
so much of the literature that advertised the business.
This created a need
to visit Bills Lake. She
recruited her cousin
Betsy who had been
to the farm as a tenyear-old but didn’t
remember anything
about where it was.
Finally, on a
beautiful fall day in
2016, these 78 and
69 year-olds made
the trip. They visited
the Newaygo County
offices and looked up
the plat number for Northland Farm.
She handed that to the clerk who
gave them the specific address for the
property. It was simply a matter of
plugging it into Google Maps.
“We were all so excited that
we were actually going to see where
our Grandpa Will oversaw his broods
and grew his business all those years
ago,” she writes. “Because it was on a

lake, we fully expected the property
to be developed and populated with
cottages. So you can imagine our
shock and delight as we drove down
the road and saw wide-open spaces
with just several buildings which we
immediately recognized from old photos as the chicken coops and hatchery.”
“But an
even bigger
thrill was yet
to come when
we discovered what the
property had
become. And
it is gorgeous.
Formerly
known as
VFW Buddy
Poppy Camp,
it is now
called VFW
Camp Trotter
for Children and run by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars. The chicken coops
have been converted to cabins and
the former farm manager’s house,
which sits high on the bluff overlooking the lake, is now home to the camp
director. The land, buildings, and hill
where chickens once roamed freely
and happily are still there in one form
or another.”

“But an even bigger thrill was yet to come when we discovered
what the property had become. And it is gorgeous. Formerly
known as VFW Buddy Poppy Camp, it is now called VFW Camp
Trotter for Children and run by the Veterans of Foreign Wars.”

Postcards from Bills Lake

Any vacation spot on water had to be fodder for postcard makers. Above
is one taken on Vanderstel Pt in the late 1940s. To the left is my grandmother, Anna Lampert, and my brothers, Chuck and Bob. To the far right
is the white cement lighthouse that still stands.

Note the one cent stamp

Around the campfire

Three families converge on a campfire at the west end of the lake for hot
dogs and marshmallows,circa 1950.

In terms of terraces, fireplaces, and location, the showplace on the lake
was (and probably still is) at the Chet Grant home -- west side of the lake
-- currently owned by Tom and Margaret Kowalski. It sits atop the stone
boathouse where the Brady Comet used to be housed. A large fieldstone
fireplace is in shadow to the right.

The White Cement Lighthouse
For some
of us, it is an iconic
Bills Lake landmark.
It has been on the
shoreline of the
west end of the lake
since at least 1939,
the date on the back
of the photograph
that appears to the
right. My grandfather, who was a
salesman in Grand
Rapids, built it.
It has withstood the test of
time lo these many
years with no appreciable change in
appearance. When
I was a kid spending
summers on Bills
Lake, we were urged
not to get too close
to it. That’s because the insulation
around the wiring
that lit the light had
worn away to the
point that we might
get a “poke” of electricity if we got too
near. It happened to me only once.
Residents who have lived on

the lake may have
never noticed this
landmark. That’s because as you travel
around the perimeter of the lake and
then go along the
western shoreline,
you have to veer
out to the middle
of the lake in order
to the avoid the
very shallow water,
aptly called Shear
Pin Point because so
many unaware boaters have sheared
off the pin which
releases the motor
drive in that area over the years.
That’s where the lighthouse is
located.

Photo is of Hazel Lampert Semeyn, daughter of Charles and Anna
Lampert who owned a cottage on the west end tip of Vanderstel
Point in the early days.

Circa 1957 List of Cottages on Bills Lake
Because this is a pdf file, you are able to enlarge in order to better see
the numbers and match them with the list of names on the next page.
Or I can send you a map in a larger file size.
edwaits@charter.net Payment must be rendered in liquid red form.

Swift’s
Landing
Bruce Brown/
Rainbow Cottages

Public
Access

Camp Trotter

Vanderstel
Point
Deep Basin

Deer Point

Howard Town/
East Bay

Preacher’s
Point

Future Deer Point
Cottages
Tannewitz
Barn
Turtle Cove

Cottage Owners on Bills Lake
circa 1957

denotes people who have been discussed in these pages

Aunt Bea and the Swift Store
•

Just before you get to downtown Michigan Ave. in Jackson Michigan,
there is a memorial to military veterans amidst a small park. In the summertime at a tiny portion of the park was a small popcorn stand. That was
Mr. Charlie’s. Mr. Charlie popped and sold in a very tight box of a “store.”
It became a rite to get popcorn there on balmy summer nights. Everybody
knew Mr. Charlie.

•

In like manner, historian William Cronon writes about summers on Green
Lake in Wisconsin. He rapsidizes about what a lovely place it was to
spend as a child but adds: “Many nights, we walked the mile down the
lakeshore to the Terrace Grocer where we bought ice cream cones before
heading home to watch the rising moon create rivers of light across the
surface of the lake.”

•

Robert Thorson remembers: “At a nearby family resort, we would spend
our allowances on bottles of ice-cold soda pop and pieces of either Bazooka or Dubble Bubble gum.

In an essay entitled “Summers at Bills Lake,” Dave Zeeff recalls spending three entire summers here in the early 1960s. The family rented cottages
on the south side of the lake. In 1963, they built a place on Deer Point.
“One destination that was always fun was going to see Aunt Bea at
Swift’s Landing,” he says. “Beatrice had a small beach which was open to everyone but the big draw was the store. Cokes for a dime, ice cream cones for a
dime -- life was tasty at Swift’s Landing.
“The store itself was not bigger than five feet by ten feet but Aunt
Bea kept all the staples a cottager would need,” continues Jeff. “There was
even a gas pump outside if you wanted to bite the bullet and pay 35 cents a
gallon. Store hours were pretty much whenever Aunt Bea was awake since her
living room was through an open doorway beyond the cash register.”
*********
I had personal knowledge of what Dave Zeeff was writing about. As
a little kid spending summers in the late 40s and most of the 1950s at my
Grandma Lampert’s cottage on the west side of the lake, I was tasked with getting the mail every day. That meant walking down the shoreline from Vanderstel Point to Swift’s Landing. Our mailboxes at the time were located on the
road behind Aunt Bea’s store.
To be sure, I spent my share of nickels and dimes at the store. It was
a focal point, a destination unto itself when you got your 25 cents per week

allowance. Sally Meike, whose cottage was located only a few buildings from
Swift’s, claims that she remembers me buying a candy bar and in the process
of unwrapping it as I walked back to our cottage, dropping the wrappers in her
yard.
Once I returned to Bills Lake full time in 1998 and talked to vistors who
had spent summers here, they all fondly remembered Swift’s. It is indeed very
similar to the testimony of others above.
This past summer (2020), the Swifts --- Larry and Ellen, and
Carrie and Vince -- celebrated 70 years of summers on Bills Lake.

Why come to Bills Lake? What drew you to this area? Whose idea was it
to open up a summer business?
How is Aunt Bea related to Larry and Ellen? Gloria? Vince and Carrie?
Did anyone else do the stocking and selling? Was it a one-person operation?
How long did you keep the store open? When did you give it up and just
relax at the lake?
Do you have any photos of the store and/or of Aunt Bea?

The Brady Comet
As a kid, every day I walked
down the west shoreline from
Vanderstel Point to Swift’s where my
task was to retrieve the mail from
boxes located behind the store. In
doing so, I had to go by the imposing
stone boathouse where I
would get a tingle every
time. That’s because I knew
what was behind those
doors: the Brady Comet.
The reader has to
remember that this was in the 1950s
when jetskis and power boats didn’t
exist. Our primary mode of lake
transportation was a heavy rowboat
that had to be caulked every year but
still leaked most of the time. We had
a two-horse Evinrude motor but it
rarely started.
But behind the doors of
that stone boathouse was a genuine,
real-deal speed boat. Constructed in
1929 by the legendary Roy Brady of
Charlevoix, it was purchased by Chet
Grant whose cottage was located

The original

next to El Deschaine’s (the location
where I now live). It was powered by
a (gasp!) 22-horsepower motor. Chet
won multiple races in the 1930s, ‘40s,
and ‘50s.
When Chet took the racing
boat out for a spin, everyone dropped everything
and headed to the shoreline. That’s because the
motor had no muffler: it
was exceedingly loud but
exciting to watch. Although the reader
might scoff at a mere 22-horsepower,
the boat was so aerodynamic that
it could move much faster than you
would imagine.
I should know. Chet’s son
Dave passed on, grandson Jack proceeded to restore the relic, He had to
piece together the Mercury motor.
He gave us a demonstration on July 1,
2012 but thanks to wake boats, he no
longer takes it out for a spin around
the lake.

Rebuilt

Johnny Morrison
As recalled in previous
pages Orson Stray married Mary
Elizabeth Bills in 1857. Two years
before they were married, Albert
Morrison arrived in the Grant area
at age 6. At an early age in his adult
life, he purchased a 40-acre farm
south and west of the village and
prospered enough to buy even more
land. Much later,
he married Mary
Jane Polite Williams (1886-second
marriage for both)
and they produced
several children, two
of whom --- John
and James -- stayed
in the area.
This particular John Morrison married Maggie
McCullough around
??? They had lots
of children, namesake John being
the youngest boy
of 12 siblings. But John senior was a
mean drunk, abusing his namesake
to the point where John left home
as a teenager with only a third-grade
education and lived in as many as 13
houses -- one being the Charles Tannewitz home at the east end of Bills
Lake -- before coming of age.
His Uncle James was a cook
for a time in a northern Michigan
lumber camp before returning to
Grant to farm. John himself became
a cook who helped feed the crew

that was building the Hardy Dam from
1929 to 1931. In those rough and
tumble days, there were bare knuckle
boxing matches every Saturday night.
The winner’s prize was a case of beer.
John won 32 on consecutive nights
Saturday nights before being pummeled for the first time.
John was quite a character.
He secured the
job of helping to
feed 300 Hardy
Dam construction
workers without
knowing how to
cook but he was
a fast learner.
When the head
cook was fired
for alcoholism,
John applied
and secured the
job under the
provision that he
could hire anybody he wanted
to help out. He
then immediately hired back the fired
cook to work for him. As part of the
bargain, at the end of each week the
two swapped paychecks.
John had the good fortune
to marry well. His bride was Eleanor
Stray, daughter of farmer Charles
Stray who had inherited land on the
shoreline of Bills Lake from his father
Orson. He also owned lots of famland
in the Bills Lake area (see plats).
John and Eleanor were married in 1936. Despite a lack of formal

education, he was not only smart but
a hard worker. He worked for Capital
City Wrecking and for Forest Campbell
clearing muck and farm lands. 		
Then in 1942, he and
Eleanor opened Johnny’s Dairy Bar,
a ten-stool operation which he later
expanded. In 1949, he stated making
his own ice cream because the price
of what he was selling was a little too
steep. “If I can’t buy ice cream at the
price I want, then I’ll make my own.”

However, he spent very little
of his time at the cottage on Vanderstel Point at Bills Lake, located on
land which was once owned by his
father-in-law. He was simply too busy
managing a restaurant, ice cream
shop, and motel.
As the next door neighbor
kid in the 1950s, I saw very little of
him. However, his son, who was
skilled at hunting, fishing, and swimming, had the run of the place. Jim

he said at the time. As you can imagine, business in downtown Grant was
as busy in the summertimes as business at Swift’s Landing on Bills Lake.
In 1945, the Morrisons built
Johnny’s Restaurant, an establishment that became iconic in the area.
In 1951, they added a motel with six
units, a beauty salon, and a barber
shop. As you would expect, John was
a fixture on many of the local boards
and was a volunteer firefighter.
He was also exceptionally
well known. Going north on a hunting trip with son Jim once, he told Jim
that he would give him a ten dollar
bill if there wasn’t at least one person
in any establishment that he entered
who knew him. Jim marveled at the
connections all the way up and back.
He never got the ten dollar bill.

recalls walking to Deer Point to camp
for the night, the entire peninsula being unoccupied.
The Morrison cottage was
used primarily for rentals. Jim’s job
was to mow, do the laundry, make the
beds, and clean up for the next set
of renters. They included the Telder
family of Sparta who loved the place
so much that they ended up buying
it. The Telder daughters, Judy and
Sue, can be seen on the “Around the
Campfire” page. Sue and her husband
Tom currently own the place.
When John died in 1976, the
funeral was extremely well attended.
John was a larger-than-life man who
knew everybody. The service and its
aftermath collected enough money
to build the Grant Fire Tower which is
still there, together with a commerative plaque.

Joe, Robert, and Gary Hogeboom
As you head to Newaygo
from Bills Lake, you pass the State
of Michigan Scenic Overlook and
stairway leading to the Muskegon
River known as Thornapple. You have
undoubtedly noticed the sign: Honoring Robert Hogeboom.
But
what you may
not know is
that Joe Hogeboom had
a cottage on
Bills Lake in
the ApacheBlackhawk.
Bob was Joe’s
son
What
you also probably don’t know is that Gary, Joe’s
grandson was not only a star quarterback for Grand Rapids Northview
High School but then went on to play
for Central Michigan where he led
the team to two successful seasons
culminating in a conference championship.
Gary was then drafted by
the Dallas Cowboys and played with
them for six years before joining the
Indianapolis Colts for the next three.
He then bounced to the Phoenix
Cardinals for a year followed by a
single year stint with the Washington

Redskins. To be sure, he had plenty of
starts for these teams and there were
numerous+ highlights (You can find
them on Youtube).
Although Gary retired to
become a real estate developer and
landscaper in his birthplace town of

Grand Haven, he came out of relative
obscurity to join a CBS reality show
called Survivor: Guatemala under
the pseudonym of Gary Hawk. He
didn’t want anyone to know about
his football past although a lady from
his “tribe” figured it out but kept his
secret.
Joe is to be found on the
1957 list of cottages owners. Ron
Madsen, long-time resident in that
neck of the Bills Lake woods can testify that Gary enjoyed weekends here.
That means that a future NFL quarterback spent time at Bills Lake.

Joe, an installer for Michigan Bell, was one of several long-time
residents of Bills Lake who once worked for the utility. They include El Deschaine, Jerry Deschaine, Tom Birdsall, and Bill Steenland.

El and Jerry Deschaine
They were movers and shakers during
the second half of the 20th Century
on Bills Lake. El and Marie moved
into a cottage on Vanderstel Dr, west
side of the lake, in the late 1940s. El
was a Michigan Bell employee who,
along with association president Marv
Miller, was instrumental in the push
to get a gas line
installed around
the lake.
The couple had
three sons and one
daughter, Kay, who
lived on Cree St
in the Geronimo
zone and only recently passed. Kay’s
daughter Mary
Inman lives on the
east side in the
Hiawatha zone.
Although El was
never an officer in the Bills Lake Association, he was a longtime president
of the Newaygo Sportsman’s Club on
Elm St. Marv was his vice president.
He was known as “The Mayor” in that
he had his hand in some many of the
lake’s affairs.
Jerry, El’s son, was a force thoughout
the era in terms of community service. A retired Ameritech Telephone
Employee, he was elected to the Newaygo County Commission and served
for ??? years. Having someone on the

lake in that position of power came
with remarkable benefits to our neck
of the woods in terms of accurate
information and political influence.
Jerry was also Executive Vice Chair
of the Muskegon River Watershed
Assembly (they funded the Jeff Alexander Muskegon
River book), the
Newaygo County
Parks Commission, the Newaygo
County Mental
Health Board, the
Fire Chiefs Association, the Trial
Court Assessment
Commission (an
appointment by
the Governor), the
Michigan Conservation Clubs,
St. Bartholomew
Church, and of
course the Bills Lake Association.
(Note to reader: this is not a complete
list).
As with El, Jerry was president of the
Newaygo Sportsman’s Club but never
a president of our association. However, his contacts (see above list) and his
knowledge of the political landscape
and environmental concerns made
him invaluable to our organization for
decades. He and Ann live on the south
side of the lake and celebrated their
50th anniversary in 2007.

The Development of Deer Point
EDitor’s Note: A huge amount of credit goes to Craig Kidder who put together all
of the information which appears below. Most of the words that you are about
to read are his. Craig and Audrey are two of the few who are original owners of
their Deer Point property.
As has been pointed out in both the writing and the plats on previous pages,
the entire south and southeast side of the lake including the Deer Point area
--as well as farming acreages south of 92nd St. -- was owned by the Tannewitz
family early on. It also included part of and maybe all of what we know as Howard Town or East Bay.

To Croton

Off-shore l
land owned
by the
Tannewitz
brothers =

Tannewitz
farmhouse

Tannewitz
barn

This land remained undeveloped for decades although Charles Tannewitz, the son of Joseph Tannewitz Jr., platted a development in the 1920s
that he called Tannewitz Park which was located near the end of what is now
Tannewitz Drive. Its purpose was to rent rowboats and fishing gear.
In all, Joseph Tannewitz Jr. owned 80-120 acres on Tannewitz Dr and
120 farm acres (three 40-acre plots) of farm land in the area. He also owned
50-80 acres on Deer Point. The total is approximately 320 acres.
But it must be remembered that although he may have been primarily responsible for all this accumulation, it was his father, Joseph Tannewitz,

the patriarch who arrived in the Croton area in 1857 from Bohemia, Austria
and subsequently made money in the lumbering industry. He plowed it -- pun
intended-- into farm land, giving his namesake son a good start.
After Joseph Jr. died in 1929, all of this land went to his wife and sons:
Joe, Frank, and Charles. When his wife Adelia passed in 1948, all of the Deer
Point land was owned by these three men.
Joe and Charles -- both single -- lived in the family farmhouse at the
southeast end of the lake. Their brother Frank married Carrie Botsford and the
two occupied a farmhouse and 40 acres on the corner of M82 and Elm - where
Hilltop Country Store is located.
As a kid at Bills Lake in the summers of the 1950s, I neither saw nor
heard evidence of construction there. Indeed, there was none until after I left
Bills Lake in 1957.

		
Things began to change in the early 1960s. In 1961, Charles -- who seems
to have taken the lead in terms of items such as leases for gas -- was awarded
the right to sell the property on behalf of himself and his two brothers.
He sold it to six investors, the lead investor being John Heemstra Sr. As
a result of the transaction, the two single Tannewitzes -- Charles and Joe --received a life estate on the family farm home (although neither lived very long
to enjoy it). Brother Frank, in turn, married Carrie Botsford. These two owned
a farmhouse and 40 acres at the location where Hilltop Express (corner of Elm
and M-82) is located.
An interesting note: Charles Botsford, who owns the Hanson family
cottage at the end of Vanderstel Dr. and is a former president of the Bills Lake
Association, was the nephew of Carrie Botsford Tannewitz. That means that
Frank, Joe, and Charles Tannewitz were his uncles.
Fair warning to those who currently live on Deer Point. You might want to sit
down before proceeding.
.

Phase One: Deer Point Drive
Charles Tannewitz sold the entire Deer Point area, including what is
known as Deer Point Drive, Deer Point Court, and Deer Point Lane to six investors for $52,000 with $14,000 cash down and the remaining $38,000 on land
contract at 5% interest until paid in full. In addition, as the 34 Deer Point lots
were sold, the Tannewitz brothers also received an added $1,000 per lot and an
additional $16.65 per foot for all frontage on each of the 34 lots which exceeded 60 feet of lake front.
The Tannewitz brothers share of all these sales amounted to about
$47,341. This means that they sold all of Deer Point, Deer Point Court, and Deer
Point Lane for around and about $100,000 total gain.
John Heemstra Sr., the lead investor, sold all of the 34 properties
of what was known as Deer Point Plat #1 for an estimated $4,000 to $8,000
apiece. As Fire Chief of Engine House #4 at Kalamazoo and Burton in Grand Rapids, he was in an ideal position to make the sales in that he had one day on and
one day off. He supervised operation and conducted business out of a mobile
home and later a garage, used for storing tools. It included a bathroom and
sleeping facilities for convenience when needed.
It is believed that in 1962, S.J. and Betty Welsh were the first ones to
erect a cottage on the actual point, the red dwelling at the tip which is currently
owned by Mike LaPenna. A bit later, Jeff Zeeff writes that his parents, Jack and
Mert, built a place on Deer Point Drive in 1963. Craig and Audrey Kidder purchased the last lot available -- No. 34 -- in December 1965. The cost of that lot
was $4,500.
After all of these 34 properties were sold, the five “silent partners”
split the sales profits. John and his wife Florence retained the remaining properties on Deer Point Lane and Deer Point Court as their share, to develop and plat
as they desired.
Each of the investors, meanwhile, probably received about $31,000
on initial investments of $8600 each, if they invested equal portions. Indeed,
there was gold in them thar peninsula woods back in the 1960’s.

This means that the three Tannewitz brothers sold all
of Deer Point, Deer Point Court, and Deer Point Lane
for around and about $100,000 total gain.

If you enlarge the print, you may be able to read the signatures to
the right: Charles Tannewitz at the top and then the six investors,
the bottom one being John Heemstra. I can send you an enlargement if you wish, payment to be rendered in red liquid form.

Phase Two: Deer Point Court
Given that John Heemstra Sr. retained possession of the Deer Point
Court and Deer Point Lane properties, rather than receiving cash for Lots 1-34 on
Deer Point Drive, there might have been pressure to turn a profit. But if he was
worried, he need not have been.
Charles Tannewitz had unfortunately died a year after making the sale
of the Deer Point area and left no will. After the court settled the estate on
behalf of Joe and Frank, Mr. Heemstra settled the remaining land contract and
other considerations with the two remaining Tannewitzes and began to develop
Deer Point Plat #Two: Deer Point Court.
After he had a short channel dredged north of 92nd St. and west
of the Tannewitz barn (home of the Channel Creamery 2020 July 4th Boat
Parade Winners), he set up a mobile home on what is now Nikki Ingall’s
“peninsula,” the lot where the gazebo stands out. The plat was established as
Lot Nos. 35-60. They sold from 1968-1972. To further employ the metaphor, if
white pine timber in Newaygo County was known as “green gold,” then shoreline
property on Bills Lake was “lakefront gold.”
John developed properties all the way down 92nd St. to “the old red
barn,” still standing today. He also bought the Tannewitz farm (see 1971 plat).

Phase Three: Deer Point Lane
After dredging the Deer Point Court channel, Mr. Heemstra proceeded
to dig another straight channel into what he proposed to be a Deer Point Lane
Development. In that these properties were divorced from actual lake access, he
endeavored to fix that problem by creating a situation wherein owners of these
properties could pilot their watercraft into the lake proper.
Twice he had received permits from the Michigan Conservation Department (now the DNR). This latter endeavor was accomplished using a large boom
crane and two large (12’ by 12’) heavy wooden mats on which the crane could
move and position itself to continue the channel. The area consisted mostly
of swamp and dead trees, literally hundreds of them. It was an abundant frog
marsh and a prolific breeding ground for mosquitoes.
But the project raised concerns among lake residents in that the dredging stirred up and filtered out marl into that end of the lake (see article about
what marl is), especially close to the Norquist property (now the Snarski’s). There
was also a concern about the potential drop in lake level, specifically at the lake
outlet nearby.
The Bills Lake Association board -- namely El Deschaine and John Kirkwood -- contacted the DNR to voice concerns. In the end, the project was stopped
after the channels reached areas where future Deer Point Lane residents could
moor their boats in the newly created channel and proceed to the lake. That’s
because the MCD, the Lake Board, and John Heemstra reached an agreement to
end where it is today.
That may have been unfortunate. The original plan was to dredge all the
way around so that water could circulate back into the lake rather than remain
stagnant. Heemstra had wanted to create an island which would be named Deer
Point Private Park. Legal access would be only given to the residents of Deer
Point Lane. Its western edge would still be a marsh area but the rest would be
ideal for these folks to picnic, lounge, and swim. It was intended as private - for
use only by nonlake accessible residents of Deer Point lane.
A stipulation was that there would be a limit of 15 lots maximum-- lots
61-73 --that could be platted in the Deer Point Lane area.
Two of the early purchasers at Deer Point Lane were Marv and Betty
Miller. They opted not to buy the red cottage at the end of Deer Point Drive
-- which was up for sale at the time -- in favor of building their own place. Marv
went on to be president of the Bills Lake Association while Betty was its secretary. Another original resident was Jerry Gerloski who sold sells flags and flag
poles to lake residents until his death in 2021.
In addition, Mr. Heemstra arranged a small land swap with Ed Norquist
on the southwest side of the plat property for several acres on the north side of
the lake’s outlet, Ransom Creek, on Pear Ave. In return, he then gave that property to the Bills Lake Association as a permanent place for meetings and festivals.
This ended some of the ongoing disputes and quieted some ill feelings.

When John Heemstra Sr. died, John Jr received ownership of Deer Point
#3 Lots 61 and 62 (NE and SE corners of Deer Point Lane and Deer Point Drive)
where his dad’s garage was located and where his own current pole barn still sits.
He sold the garage and Lot 62 to Scott and Mary Inman. This is the open area to
the left of the channel as you enter by boat.
The Inmans built a new home and pole barn on the high ground of the
lot where the old garage stood for Scott’s mother, Shirley Inman. The rest of the
area is vacant. The Inmans have kept it clean and mowed.
Some of us who boat up the channel or wander the area from Deer Point Drive
don’t realize that it is actually private property. So is the private park area on the
south (right) side of that channel.
An interesting sidelight: John Heemstra Sr. never actually had his own cottage on
the lake but eventually, there was indeed a Heemstra cottage on the tip of Deer
Point. John Jr. and his wife Mary purchased Otis Murphy’s chalet cottage and they
became residents. He also built and still maintains a pole barn on Lot 61 of Plat
#3 for his use when he comes to the lake. However, he sold the chalet cottage to
Dr. Ken Dood, son of residents Sandy and Ken Dood who live next door.

Phase Four: Beyond Deer Point

92nd St., Tannewitz Drive?, and Wildberry Lane
John Heemstra Sr. passed away in 198? and left the remaining land
-- property from the Tannewitz barn east -- to his wife Florence. When she, in
turn, passed, those lands were left to sons Larry and John Heemstra Jr.
Larry platted and sold (still selling?) the lots on 92nd St. east of the
barn and Tannewitz Drive east of the power line-- over half the distance to Elm
Ave.
In 1993, John Jr. platted his other land on the west side of the power
line. It is off Lake Street into what is now known as Wildberry Lane. He sold all
five parcels, large lots on the north side of Turtle Cove. In a short time, three
very substantial homes were erected there: the Manni, Hoag, and Dill residences.
There is no information as to what the Heemstras developed on Tannewitz
Drive. The Bluff houses? The area where Sherry Moline lives? Maybe Ron
Madsen knows in that his family goes back before the 1957 List of cottages.

Original owners and/or their families who still have places
in the Deer Point area

Deer Point Drive

Craig and Audrey Kidder, 1965 -- 56 years, the longest of the original residents.
Glenn and Sally Kellogg
John Heemstra (son John Jr. -- on Lot 61 with pole barn)
Richard Dalebout (son Richard and daughter Carol)
Robert Burch (son John)
Gene Burch (son Tom)
Paul Jeltema (son Jeff)
Bill and Helen Millar (daughter Kathy)
Paul Pratt (daughter Sandy Dood)

Deer Point Court
Deer Point Lane

Marv and Betty Miller
Jerry and Gerloski

1971 Plat - Enlargement has caused slight distortion

The Establishment of the Bills Lake Association
What little I know
1957

A few years back, Russ Blake produced a list of cottage owners to 		
match the map that I already had. Notation at the bottom was “Bills 		
Lake Association, circa 1957

1963

A Bills Lake Association directory was published

1968

John Kirkwood sent a letter to Bills Lake residents expressing con		
cern about the impact on the lake because of the dredging 			
the Deer Point channel. Was Mr. Kirkwood doing this on behalf of 		
the Bills Lake Association? Was he the current president?

???

John Heemstra engineered a “swap” of land with the Norquist 		
family who lived next to our lake water outlet. It was for several 		
acres on the north side of the outlet on Pear St. He then gave that 		
property to the Bills Lake Association as a permanent location for 		
their meetings. This may have been to end disputes over his			
earlier ventures.

1970s

Betty Miller and Pat Crow attended a seminar in Kalamazoo regard		
ing the legalities of non-profits. They met with an attorney, papers 		
were filed, and a form was submitted annually. Somewhere along 		
the line, the submission of that form lapsed but has been recently 		
resumed.

1983

“The Board” sent a letter to Bills Lake residents with regard to three 		
oil and gas companies seeking leases for drilling close to the lake.

????

Marv Miller was president for six years. Wife Betty was the secretary 		
for two.

1995-

The concept of dry fire hydrants was discussed at an association meet		
ing and five were subsequenty installed at various positions 			
around the lake.

2003

An onslaught of gypsy moths plaqued the trees at the lake. Residents 		
organized a spray campaign until natural forces destroyed the 			
critters virtually overnight.

Early Starters and Movers and Shakers
John Kirkwood, El Deschaine, any of the Mulders? Bob Crow, Kay Welch?

Black Gold near Bills Lake
In 1987, several gas and oil companies contacted Bills Lake residents with regard to gas and oil production near the lake. Having been made aware of this,
officers and zone representives of the Bills Lake Association invited two of the
companies to make proposal presentations. Hugh VanAusdall, Bob Crow, Pat
Crow, Dick Harroun, Mona Harroun, Betty Miller, Marv Miller, Warren DeJong,
and Ernie Dettmann attended.
Given the many laws and regulations relating to drilling together with the willingness of these companies to agree not to conduct drilling “on the ordinary
lake property,” it was felt that there was no real danger to the lake.
The companies and their offers:
Dart Oil and Gas, Mason MI -- $100 per acre, minimum of $100. No activity on
Leased Land without owner’s consent. Five year lease
Wolverine Gas and Oil, Grand Rapids -- $100 per acre, minimum of $100. No
activity on Leased Land or within 1,000 feet of shoreline of Bills Lake. Additional
three-year option. $150 per acre if they strike oil at less than 1,000 feet deep.
Peninsular Gas and Oil Company, Grand Rapids --- $150 per acre, a minimum
of $150 for six years. Back lots at per acre rate, minimum of $50. “There could
be an exception to the Leased Land larger than the usual lake lot sized property.
Apparently, only one company would drill on your property but all would share
in the proceeds.
“All three are thought to be reliable,” wrote The Board.
In 1987, Craig and Audrey Kidder took a Peninsular Gas Lease for six years at
their property on Deer Point Drive. However, they never heard anything about
ensuing activity. They seemed to not have drilled anywhere in the area.

Bills Lake is a marl lake
In an article written about the early pioneers of the Bills Lake area, the article
discusses Orson Stray, who owned considerable farm land north of the lake
(see 1880 plat). The author states that his property “came down to and ran
along the shore of beautiful gemlike Bills Lake with its green waters fed by
myriads of cool sweet springs.”
Our green gem-like waters are the product of marl, a light, gray sedimentary
deposit of calcium carbonate mixed with a little sand. Bills Lake has a lot of it,
the principal reason for its greenish coloration. Our sandy bottom areas probably stem from sand that has washed itself out of the marl from wave action
and then depositing itself in certain areas due to prevailing winds.
Marl riles easily and quickly when disturbed by boats, fish, and people but
clears relatively quickly. Unlike muck or mud, it doesn’t cling to the skin. Supposedly, it has self-cleaning abilities which is one reason why marl bottom lakes
are usually known for being in the cleaner categories of lakes.
There are times, however, when the marl stays in suspension for relatively long
period of time. This could be the reason why we often get so-so transparency
readings using a Seechi disk while in contrast, our phosphorous and chlorophyll
readings put us in a high Carlson Trophic Index category (see top left of the Bills
Lake web page).
The west side of Deer Point is pure marl -- from six inches to many feet deep. In
spite of it being “gushy,’ it does not support weed growth, at least in the shallow (zero to six feet deep) area. This makes it a safe swimming area although
sand would be better.
Marl is the same composition as lime which farmers over the years have prized
as fertilizer. It contains small amounts of potash and phosphorous as well as an
alkaline base which acts as a soil “sweetner” converting acid soils to alkaline.
There are marl pits on Craig Kidder’s Deer Point property. In the early days before the area was developed, Joe Tannewitz would come, into the Deer Point
woods to dig marl to spread on his fields. For him, it was fertilizer.

The Dye Test

There are several ways for mankind to corrupt a body of water as clean
and clear as Bills Lake.
The increase in impervious surfaces. All we had to do was build roads
and houses. They are surfaces that don’t absorb rain water. Instead, water runs
off into the lake carrying with it materials such as motor oil, asphalt materials
from roofs and roads, pet waste, and sediment. The greater the development,
the more impervious surface.
One of the first questions that Erick Elgin, MSU Extension Water
Resources Educator based in Newaygo County asked me several years ago was:
How much of your lake is developed? It is actually a fortunate thing that the
small area in the northeast corner near the Tannewitz barn is undeveloped.
Most lakes have none.
Nutrients: In a quest for a beautiful lawn that reaches all the way
down to the edge of the water, some lake residents try to mirror their suburban
counterparts by pouring fertilizers on their grass. A lush green golf-fairway lawn
is something to be admired. Tru Green does a brisk business in our neck of the
woods.
Unfortunately, fertilizer is a nutrient. When washed into the lake by
rain run-off, it promotes weed growth. A few weeds are actually a good thing in
terms of fish habitat. However, a lot of weeds, especially those invasive species that come from the outside and are then fed good meals, are a bad thing.
Agricultural run-off certainly doesn’t help. Too much into the lake results in
algae blooms, a.k.a. pond scum. This is why phosophorus was banned in clothes
detergent years ago.
******
Back in the day, Bills Lake residents weren’t much concerned with disposal of human waste. Standard procedure was to dig a sufficiently deep hole
and then build an outhouse to cover it. Part of the routine of each summer was
to dig another hole, move the outhouse and fill in the old hole. The old hole
was, of course, would have its contents over time eventually leech into the lake.
In those days, residents didn’t much worry about it. There weren’t that
many of them and nobody stayed at the lake year-around.Besides, we have a
deep lake, they reasoned.
But with continual expansion of more modern homes came the implementation of septic systems. Yes, septic tanks were a considerable improvement for holding waste as opposed to a hole in the ground but most were
located very close to the shoreline. This was before there were regulations in

terms of distance and inspections in terms of compliance.
Also, it became increasingly clear in those days that too many residents were not taking the responsibility of maintaining them very seriously.
Maintenance involves having the excrement pumped out every so often.
Indeed, there were those who never bothered for reasons listed above plus one
more: it cost money.
There was enough concern that so many Bills Lake folks were not
adequately maintaining their tanks that association president Marv Miller and
his wife, secretary Betty, instituted a detection program. With the help of the
Michigan Health Department, they obtained pills which, when flushed down
a resident’s toilet, would emerge into the lake in front of their cottages in the
form of a colorful dye.
Only one resident refused to perform the test, according to Betty, and
he was later caught having soapy wash water going into his backyard. As a result, some folks decided to have a little fun and placed dye capsules in front of
his cottage. Then they started yelling about what they saw “coming out of the
house.”
We knew that it wasn’t real accurate,” says Betty, “but we hoped it
would keep everyone on their toes.”
I wasn’t at the lake at the time but having attended many conferences
hosted by the Michigan Lake Stewardship Association, I would ask about the
efficacy of the dye test. Ralph Bendarz, a legendary figure in lake testing circles
for decades (he came to Bills Lake three times to do a side-by-side tests with
me) said that it was notoriously undependable.
In contrast, at the 2018 Michigan Inland Lakes Convention in Grand
Rapids, Kristen Rendon, Environmental Quality Anaylist for the DEQ (now EGLE),
gave a very intereting talk about septic systems (believe it or not). She said that
the dye test actually works well but there are two problem. (1) Nobody can be
forced to flush a dye pellet down his/her toilet. You have to volunteer. (2) The
dye is so strong that it will permanently stain your toilet.

“Only one resident refused to perform the test and he
was later caught having soapy wash water going into
his backyard. As a result, some folks decided to have a
little fun and placed dye capsules in the water in front
of his cottage. Then they started yelling about what
they saw ‘coming out of the house.’”

Ray Bentley and the Newaygo Brewing Company
My grandparents, Charles
and Anna Lampert, bought a cottage
at Bills Lake sometime in the 1920s or
30s. Grandpa Lampert died in 1941 but
Grandma kept the cottage because we
Waits grandchildren from Jackson plus
two Van Loo grandchildren from Grand
Rapids loved to spend time there in the
ensuing summers.
But my grandmother got on in
years and my father, an electrical engineer at Consumers Power Co, was tired
of being the only one in the extended
family to work all week and then journey to Newaygo to work on the place.
Besides, believe it or not, we emerging
teenagers wanted to stay home in Jackson where the social life was. You have
to remember that at that time, there
were no jet skis or speed boats or other
such toys. Our row boat was powered by
a two-horsepower Evinrude that rarely
started.
So my grandmother sold her
cottage to Ray Bentley, a pharmacist in
downtown Newaygo in 1957. She let 300
lakefront feet on the tip of Vanderstel
Point (you could get a clear view of both
the public access and turn your head
left to see the rest of the lake) go for the
princely sum of $7,500. I sometimes kid
visitors by saying that I returned to the

lake in 1995 to rectifiy this error.
Ray and Jean Bentley, as with
others, used this place as a summer
cottage although living so close to Bills
Lake, they were undoubtedly able to visit
in other seasons of the year. But in ????,
they tore the place down to build a yeararound home. Jean, bless her heart, kept
a few of the Lampert momentoes for me.
According to current resident
Davey Vanderhyde, Ray’s pharacy was
a happenin’ place. “I went to Newaygo
schools through 5th grade” he says, “and
as a 5th grader at the (Velma Matson?)
middle school on top of the hill we were
allowed to go down the hill at lunch time
and the pharmacy was “the place’”.s
Ray retired from his business
in ???? but alas, passed away only two
years (?) afterward. Jean stayed at their
home until she, too, moved on to join
Ray in 200? . At that time, daughter Carol
and her husband Mark moved in.
In 2015, Nick and Krista Looman
opened the Newaygo Brewing Company
in downtown Newaygo to offer unique
beer recipes. When they learned that the
building where their restaurant is established was once Ray Bentley’s pharmacy,
they created at Bentley Beer. The offering
appeared on the top of their chalkboard
menu situated on the wall behind the bar
for years.

When they learned that the building where their restaurant
is established was once Ray Bentley’s pharmacy, they
created a Bentley Beer in his honor.

Dry Fire Hydrants at Bills Lake
As the story
goes, Marv Miller, as president of the Bills Lake Assocation, was conducting
a meeting in 1987 when a
neighbor rushed in to inform him that his garage
was on fire. The entire
ensemble adjourned to
join Marv in witnessing
the event. “The garage
blew ups as we were all
standing around waiting
for the fire department
to arrive,” says wife Betty.
“Our new truck with dual
gas tanks which we had
filled up the previous day
blew up. The Newaygo
Fire Department and the
Croton Fire Department
were there. But the Croton water tanker couldn’t
make it up the hill to
our place because of the
weight of the water the
truck was carrying.
On hand to witness all of this was Tom
Birdsall who lived on the
north side of the lake.
He was one of many who
would look at the fire,
look at the lake, look at
the fire, and wonder at
the futility of a body of
water that was useless in
this situation.
Shortly after-

ward, Tom, a Michigan
Bell retired employee,
joined the Croton Twp Fire
Department. Moreover, he
became a vocal advocate
for dry fire hydrants. To in-

a fire department tanker
truck which, having quickly
empty its load onto the
fire, would have to travel
to our public access to
refill. That was a lot of

stall them, the lake bottom
is dug down to lay pipes
which will continue to be
submerged in the water
and laid underground until
they reach a special kind
of hydrant off shore A fire
truck has only to hook up
to that hydrant in order
to pump water out of the
lake.
This makes so
much sense. Years later, I
was a sort of a witness to
the efforts to save Crawdaddy’s, the restaurant
that was ultimately replaced by Northern Trails,
when the former burned
down. That’s because I
was at Bills Lake watching

time between a douse
and a refill and there were
several refills. Crawdaddy’s
was not saved.
What if there had been a
hydrant onsite?
My very first Bills
Lake Association meeting occurred on Labor
Day weekend 1995. In
attendance were Tom
Birdsall and the legendary Al DuChemin (a park
in Croton is named after
him for his many years of
service to the community
in a variety of capacities).
They were there as representives of the Croton

Fire Deparment to urge
residents to fund the installation of dry fire hydrants and provide the
labor. Although there
was some discussion as
to costs and the possibility that this might
lower cottage insurance
rates, the group seemed
to lean toward support.
I knew nobody
at the meeting but I
spoke up, introduced
myself as somebody
who had been on the
lake in the past and
was now the owner of
El Descahine’s cottage
for exactly one month.
However, I declared
that from an outsider’s
point of view this was
one of the best ideas I
had ever heard (After
that one remark, I found
that I was now the
Geronimo 1 representative, another story but
not an unfamiliar one to
certain people).

The project was
to be funded by the Bills
Lake Association but as
it turns out, Bob Crow
of the Iroquois zone,
who was an industrial
salesman for Bertsch
Company, used his
contacts to purchase the
pipe and his expertise
to help put in the first
ones. Moreover, he quietly contributed some
of his own money to the
effort.
I missed the
first few installations
but got in on the last
one, located in the East
Bay/Howard Town/
Apache area. There was
unskilled labor (we ditch
diggers which included
Steve Dunlap and Ron
Madsen) and skilled labor: Dick Dill’s backhoe
and Mark Schuilling’s
Kubota. President Dick
Harroun did some of
the organizing but it
was Tom Birdsall who

directed the activity.
Some of us
were in the lake digging a drench when we
heard the bad news behind us. The machines
had dug into an abandoned septic system.
For the rest of the day,
we would be working in
........excrement.
Shoveling (an
alliterative synonym for
feces) was not what I
had signed up for but
the cause was a good
one and the story would
be worth retelling.
We didn’t finish
the job that day but
when I returned home,
my bride wouldn’t let
me in the house. I had
to go to the basement
door, deposit my “barn
clothes” outside, and
get into the basement
shower.
Anybody who
goes by that particular
dry fire hydrant should
appreciate what it took
to install it.

Some of us were in the lake digging a trench when we
heard the bad news behind us. The machines had dug into
an abandoned septic system. For the rest of the day, we
would be working in ........excrement. Shoveling (an alliterative synonym for feces) was not what I had signed up for.

A wedding in the water

Dressed in an elegant classic wedding gown and on the arm of her
father, the bride walked down the “aisle,” in this case the steps of Camp Trotter.
Awaiting her at the edge of the lake were three bridesmaids attired in light blue
gowns who had processed down those same steps a few moments before. All
of the women were wearing clear sandals which made it seem from a distance
as if they were barefoot. Standing beside them, the groom and his entourage
(which included long-time resident Ron Madsen who was best man) removed
their shoes and rolled up the pants of their tuxedos before the ceremony began.
Then the entire wedding party descended into the ankle-deep waters of
Bills Lake where they turned to face Rev. Ed Slate of Morley Stanwood Baptist
Church and an array of guests who sat on the hill directly in front of them. Pastor
Slate’s words could be heard clearly in that there was virtually no boat activity
at that time. It was in this setting that Steve Dunlap and Mary Pigorsh were
pronounced husband and wife at shortly after 5:00 p.m. on Saturday, August
28, 2004.
The wedding party and their guests then boarded eight pontoon boats for a
celebratory “Just Married” parade around the lake before ascending back up the
hill to enjoy a catered reception, complete with music, dancing, and a campfire.
The following day, the happy couple left for the airport, bound for a honeymoon
in Paris.
The newlyweds live in the Apache Zone. Steve was an integral part of the
success of our association’s Lakefest several years ago in that he donated a large
amount of food toward that effort. Mary is an attorney in the Grand Rapids area.
Together, they created a memorable wedding celebration that warmed both invited guests and those who felt privileged to witness the proceedings from afar.

Appendix

Where does water go
when it leaves Bills Lake?
Bills Lake is in the Rogue River watershed. Water leaves the lake at the south
end near the Deer Point channel but actually next to the Snarski residence. It
flows under Pear St (there is a dry fire hydrant there) and on toward Ransom
Creek, Ransom Lake, and finally the Rogue River. In this way, we do not have
stagnant water but instead our lake is “refreshed” every four years.
Given recent events, we should be grateful that Bills Lake water goes into the
Rogue River and not vice versa. Hint #1: Wolverine World Wide. Hint #2: PFAS.

I have a map in Michigan that shows more precisely
where our water goes on its journy to the Rogue
River. I hope I can find it. It will be placed here.,

How much water leaves Bills Lake?
It is called the flush time, the amount of time that it takes for water coming
into the lake to go out of the lake. It is the time that theoretically the lake
completely empties out to be replaced by all “new” water.
It is computed using a formula involving our lake volume which is 3.815 acre
feet (204 acres X 18.7 feet average depth) 70 percent evapotranspiration rate,
and the annual precipitation as measured in Newaygo.
I have a document displaying the incredibly complex formula used to arrive at
this number in my archives (read: mess) but I can’t find it! Instead, below are
the results of 1992 Lake Testing done by Dick Reinhardt. The MLSA provided
lots of data. More can be found in the upper left corner of our website.

The Newaygo Portland Cement Company
The use of marl away from Bills Lake

Lime, limestone, clay, calcite, dolomite, marble, and marl are all close derivations
of each other. Ground and properly proportioned, they can be heated to produce
Portland Cement.
Indeed in the early 20th Century, the Newaygo Portland Cement Company was
organized and incorporated. Approximately $700,000 was expended to construct
a plant. The operation of the plant began in June of 1901, employing about 100
men.
The company first constructed a dam on the Muskegon River at Newaygo to secure water power. Since 50 percent of all Portland cement was used in the Midwest, opportunists realized that the Newaygo area was ideal for its manufacture
and distribution. That’s because they discovered that deposits of marl in our adjacent lakes could take the place of limestone. In terms of the Midwest, Portland
cement was marl and clay: 80 per cent marl and 20 percent clay. In the east, it
was simply limestone and clay.
Marl was taken from Pickerel, Kimball, Fremont and Brooks lakes (There was no
mention of harvesting marl from Bills Lake). Several months were spent in experimental manufacture until management was satisfied the quality of Portland
cement made in the Newaygo area matched......
Production ensued to very satisfying results. After a mere three months, the
treasurer’s report showed that the plant was earning double the amount needed
to pay interest on its bonds. That’s because it was demonstrated that the highest
grade of Portland cement could be made from Newaygo area marl. The area had
a practically limitless supply of this raw material and superb water power. That
meant that the Newaygo plant could sell cement for less than their counterparts
and still make a profit.
If it was so successful, why did it close? When?

Mary Elizabeth Bills-Stray

Bills Lake was most likely named after Charles W. Bills, the son of Abel Bills and
the slighly older brother of Mary Elizabeth. Charles was killed on Feb. 21, 1863
during the Civil War.
Mary Elizabeth married Orson Stray which puts the Stray clan at the forefront
of Bills Lake pioneers. Below is her death certificate. Note that her father’s first
name is misspelled. Occupation: farmer’s wife.

Bills Lake Directories
1964-65

1970-71

Note that the corner store changes from Dean’s Trading Post to
Roger’s Trading Post. Also note that our lake name is spelled incorrectly.

Bills Lake Directories
1992
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